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ABSTRACT
The Texas Tech University Sports Performance Center, located in Lubbock, Texas, comprises a
200m competition indoor track and an 80-yard football practice field. The Performance Center is located
adjacent to the Jones AT&T Stadium in the northern corner of the Texas Tech University campus. The
Sports Performance Center embodies Texas Tech traditions while serving as an investment towards the
future of the university’s athletic programs. As part of unique design challenges to exemplify resiliency in
design, the entire Sports Performance Center must be designed to withstand an EF3 tornado, while
integrating a tornado safe room into the program that is designed to withstand an EF4 tornado.
The entire structure of the Sports Performance Center was designed for amplified wind loading
based on conservative measures and factors supported by tornado design codes alongside testing and
research done for tornado design of buildings. Long span coplanar roof trusses were designed and
geometrically optimized to stably respond to significant wind vertical and horizontal roof pressures. A
reinforced concrete tornado safe room was integrated into the Sports Performance Center, which is
designed to withstand an EF4 tornado and protect the lives of all building occupants. Drilled belled piers
are socketed into the ground at the depth of the most suitable soil in order to resist foundation uplift,
while grade beams stabilize the drilled belled piers. The entire building envelope is impact-resistant
against wind-borne missiles generated during an EF3 or EF4 tornado. The roof of the Sports Performance
Center is FM-Approved for a wind uplift pressure up to 180 psf, which mitigates the risk of roof tear off.
All glazing was designed to be fully tempered and laminated in order to mitigate the risk of a structural
breach and to protect against wind-borne missiles. Altogether, the comprehensive structural design of the
Sports Performance Center effectively responds to unique design criteria related to EF3 and EF4 tornado
events, and exemplifies resiliency in design and performance.
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Chapter 1
Building Information and Architectural Features

1.1 Building Information
The Texas Tech University Sports Performance Center, located in Lubbock, Texas,
comprises a 200m competition indoor track and an 80-yard football practice field (Figure 1). The
Sports Performance Center is located adjacent to the Jones AT&T Stadium in the northern corner
of the Texas Tech University campus. With its iconic bell tower, the Sports Performance Center
embodies Texas Tech traditions while serving as an investment towards the future of the
university’s athletic programs.

Figure 1. Current Design of Sports Performance Center on Site
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1.1.1 Building Background, Usage, and Occupancy
The Sports Performance Center will serve the university’s Athletic Department, coaches, staff,
and student athletes as a state-of-the-art indoor football practice facility and a venue for the track and field
teams to train and compete, while providing amenities for all teams and community sporting events
(Figure 2). The new, approximately 185,000 square foot facility will replace the old Athletics Training
Center and will sit on approximately 5.7 acres bordered by existing football practice fields to the east,
Red Raider Avenue to the west, Akron Avenue to the south, and Sixth Street to the north.
The indoor football practice venue will consist of an 80 yard, artificial turf field with a minimum
of 15 feet of overruns on all sides for safety. The height to the bottom of structure at mid-span will be
approximately 65 feet to allow for kicking within the building, but not punting. The building will also
house a 200-meter indoor, banked track with permanent seating for 2,100 spectators in hopes that the new
track and field facility will draw the Big 12 Championships to Lubbock in the future. In addition to
collegiate sporting events, the facility will be used for high school indoor track and field meets. The
amenity spaces will include the strength and conditioning center, equipment facilities, and a sports
medicine and nutrition center to benefit all Red Raider student athletes.

Figure 2. Current Design Rendering of Sports Performance Center
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1.1.2 Special Design Challenges
Included in part of the AEI Student Design Competition, three special design challenges were set
forth encompassing Resiliency and Security, High Performance & WELL Buildings, and Schedule
Acceleration. For the scope of this undergraduate honors thesis, focus is to be made on the Resiliency and
Security challenge with some attention on the Schedule Acceleration challenge regarding constructability
of the structural systems.
The Resiliency and Security challenge responds to the geographic location and related weather
effects of the project. Satisfying the Resiliency and Security challenge included designing a facility that
would serve as a community shelter meant to temporarily house members of the surrounding town and
university in the aftermath of a natural disaster such as a tornado or high inline winds. The maximum
occupancy of the community shelter was determined by Synergy and is referenced in Section 5.1. As a
minimum, the entire facility was designed to withstand an EF3 tornado, including the resistance of wind
speeds and wind-borne missiles generated during an EF3 tornado. The building’s resiliency and security
performance is enhanced through the implementation of a tornado safe room designed to withstand an
EF4 tornado. The tornado safe room is to be located within the building and is intended to protect
individuals occupying the building at the time of a severe natural disaster (including an EF4 tornado). The
entire facility was designed to operate off-grid for seven days with only essential critical systems that will
allow the community shelter to function with a minimum of 48 hours of built-in capacity.
The Schedule Acceleration challenge involves the option of achieving substantial completion in
July of 2019 prior to the start of the fall semester, which would accelerate the original project schedule by
approximately eight months. In the scope of this undergraduate honors thesis, the Schedule Acceleration
challenge is addressed regarding the constructability and construction sequencing of the structural
systems.
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1.2 Original Architecture

1.2.1 Original Floor Plan

The original floor plan of the Sports Performance Center (Figure 3) features a 200m
competition indoor track on the western half of the building and an 80-yard indoor practice
football facility on the eastern half of the building. Permanent spectator seating exists along the
western wall of the competition indoor track, while large retractable doors located between the
track and the football field may be opened to provide open access between the main athletic
spaces. The open access way provides area for additional spectator seating to be brought in for
large NCAA track and field events. Along the northern perimeter of the Sports Performance
Center, above the football field in plan, is a Strength and Conditioning room for athletes. A
hydrotherapy room, a sports
medicine room, a Fueling Station
and Nutrition Center, restrooms,
and storage rooms are located
about the corners of the Sports
Performance Center in plan. The
main entryway is positioned
along the northern façade, nearly
centered about the competition
track. An iconic bell tower is
located at the northwest corner of
the building.

Figure 3. Original Building Floor Plan
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1.2.2 Original Roof Profile

The original roof profile of both main athletic spaces of the Sports Performance Center
(Figure 4) is curved and slopes downward in the east/west direction, with the highest point of
each side’s roof existing along the building’s central north/south axis. The high point of the
football-side roof profile is approximately 85’-0”, sloping downward along a constant radius of
approximately 1,110’-0” to a vertical height of 65’-0”. The high point of the track-side roof
profile is approximately 50’-0”, sloping downward along a constant radius of 1,110’-0” to a
vertical height of 30’-0”. The roof of the auxiliary spaces positioned along the north façade and
northwest corner of the building is flat with an apparent monosloped roof profile. The roof
overtop the western bleachers is flat and separate from the curved roof profile over the indoor
track.

Figure 4. Northwest View of Original Architecture
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1.2.3 Original Building Enclosure

The original building enclosure was not designed to withstand EF3 tornado wind speeds
and wind-borne missiles. The building’s original envelope was designed to be a stacked wall
assembly, comprised of a tan brick veneer at the lower section and a stucco finish at the upper
section of the wall assembly. The building’s original roof (not designed to resist roof tear off
during an EF3 tornado) was a lightweight metal roofing system backed by rigid insulation and
structural steel decking. Large, curtain wall glazing dominated the northern elevation. The
original curtain wall glazing was designed to be polycarbonate. Several operable garage doors
exist along the eastern elevation in order to provide an open access way between the indoor
practice football field and the adjacent outdoor practice football field. Decorative windows exist
along the northern perimeter of the building, allowing natural light into the building’s auxiliary
spaces, competition indoor track, and Strength and Conditioning room.

1.3 Proposed Architectural Modifications and Added Features
In effort to better meet the special design challenges of the project while promoting a
more integrative design across all design and construction disciplines, architectural modifications
and added features were proposed for the Sports Performance Center. Ultimately, the proposed
architectural modifications and added features aim to improve the performance and resiliency of
the Sports Performance Center in the event of a natural disaster such as an EF3 or EF4 tornado.
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1.3.1 Resilient Building Core and Tornado Safe Room

In effort to centralize an added tornado safe room included to best protect the lives of all
building occupants in the event of an emergency such as an EF4 tornado, the Resilient Building
Core was added to the Sports Performance Center and provides 40’-0” of separation between the
competition indoor track and the indoor practice football facility (Figure 5). The building’s core
runs along the entire length of the building and has a height of 33’-0”. A partial second level was
added within the building’s core. The floor plans of the Resilient Building Core are referenced in
Figure 6 while the full building floor plans are found in Appendix A. The Resilient Building
Core adds 18,120 SF (11 %) to the original square footage of the building, though an optimized
floor plan is achieved that helps to promote resiliency and security in design and layout.

Figure 5. Highlight of Resilient Building Core

On the ground floor of the building’s core, one set of permanent concrete bleachers (main
bleachers) with a capacity of 1,100 spectators is centered about the indoor track. Within the main
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indoor track space along the western wall, another set of
permanent concrete bleachers (supplemental bleachers)
holds an additional 1,000 spectators. The space beneath the
main bleachers is programmed for the Fueling Station, a
nutritionist’s office, facility storage, and the tornado safe
room. A corridor also exists beneath the main concrete
bleachers, offering through-access from the northern end of
the building to the southern end that is equipped with men’s
and women’s restrooms and men’s and women’s showers.
The men’s and women’s showers were added to the
program to offer convenience and amenity to community
members when utilizing the building as a community
shelter. Two additional men’s and women’s bathrooms
exist adjacent to the bleachers west of the track facility so
that spectators do not need to cross the track in order to
access facilities.
The sports medicine room and the hydrotherapy
room are located on the northern end of the building’s core,
allowing shared, quick access from both the track and the
football practice field. At the very northern end of the
building’s core, a prominent main entryway to the building
exists with an interior lobby space. An added entryway
vestibule space helps to improve the thermal performance

Figure 6. Color-coded Floor Plans of
Resilient Building Core
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of the building and serves as a double-layer of protection against wind-borne missiles in the
event of a tornado or other security-related risks. Furthermore, by creating a lobby space with a
vestibule entrance, doors do not immediately open to the athletic spaces as originally designed.
This maintains a secure and resilient building in defending against man-made threats
(particularly to the performing athletes) in addition to the threats of natural disasters.
As the permanent concrete bleachers extend vertically 16 vertical feet, a second level to
the building’s core offers another means of accessing the spectator bleachers (Figure 7). An
adjacent elevator allows ADA accessibility to more premium viewing spaces at the second level.
The second level also offers a team meeting room with viewing angles of the track beneath. A
press box exists on the second level, providing clear viewing angles to all track events.
The building’s tornado safe room is centralized and integrated into the building’s floor
plan and serves as the anchor point of the building’s resiliency and security features. Designed to
withstand an EF4 tornado and protect the lives of all building occupants, the safe room was
centralized such that it is most easily accessible for all building occupants no matter what their
location in the building. The reinforced concrete structure of the main bleachers doubles as the
structure of the tornado safe
room (Figure 7). More
information regarding the
tornado safe room design is
referenced in Section 5.

Figure 7. Tornado Safe Room in Section
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1.2.3 Depressed Roof

As influenced by the Lighting/Electrical team of the project, north-facing clerestory
glazing was to be implemented to create a balanced, uniform distribution of daylighting to
promote energy savings. Rather than extruding the roof profile in order to allow for the
clerestory glazing, the roof was designed to be depressed in alternating column bays (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Depressed Roof Profile

By integrating the long span roof trusses within the high points of the depressed roof
profile, the minimum clearance from the playing surface to the bottom of structure was able to be
maintained even at the locations of the roof depressions. The structural design of the trusses
saves 5’-0” of building height, while an additional 10’-0” of building height is saved at locations
of the depressions. In total, 13% of main athletic space volume is saved with the depressed roof
design (Figure 9). This translates to a 5% reduction in heating and cooling load demands.
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Figure 9. Depressed Roof Highlighting Volume Saved

1.3.3 Integrated Structural Enclosure

The newly designed building envelope complements the architectural style of Texas Tech
University, offering a signature brick-veneer look on the lower bounds of the exterior walls
accompanied with an innovative soft gray terracotta rain screen on the upper bounds of the
exterior walls. The building’s enclosure goes beyond its aesthetics and serves as a shield in
protecting building occupants in the event of a natural disaster while aiding in keeping them
comfortable and well-living. The entire façade of the Sports Performance Center was designed to
resist the impact loads of tornado wind-borne debris.
The new, lightweight roof assembly was designed to mitigate the risk of uplift and roof
tear off in the event of an EF3 tornado, focusing on the fastening design of the roof elements for
superior attachment and securement. The roof assembly does not compromise the long span roof
structure by adding unnecessary weight to the roof. Additionally, the roof assembly was
designed to resist the impact loads of tornado wind-borne debris.
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A fully tempered, laminated and insulated glazing type was selected for superior impact
performance for all glazing for the Sports Performance Center. The laminated glazing type has a
PVB interlayer that holds broken glass in place if it the glazing were to be broken, ensuring that
the structure would not be breached during a severe windstorm or tornado. Along the high points
of the depressed roof profile, operable clerestory windows are positioned on the north face,
providing means of natural ventilation and air exhaust. The operable clerestory windows may
close and lock automatically prior to a severe windstorm or tornado by means of electromagnetic
locks, mitigating the risk of a structural breach.
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Chapter 2
Design Codes and Loading Conditions

2.1 Applicable Design Codes
Lubbock, Texas adopts the IBC 2012 with 2009 Lubbock provisions, which references
ASCE 7-10, as the local building code. These codes were used in the application of loading
conditions and combinations. Tornado wind design considerations were determined from Texas
Tech University’s Wind Science and Engineering Center report on the Enhanced Fujita Scale
and FEMA P-361. The Structural team compared the design criteria of the safe room presented
by both FEMA P-361 and ICC 500. The more stringent requirements of each were utilized for
design. FEMA P-361 was also referenced concerning code wind speed comparison for impact
resistance, cost benefit analysis between certain sizes and system types, egress requirements,
essential features, and fire safety.

2.2 Tornado Design Recommendations and Criteria
In the context of the Sports Performance Center, the entire structure was to be designed to
withstand the wind pressures and wind-borne missile impacts associated with an EF3 tornado.
Furthermore, the Sports Performance Center was intended to house a tornado safe room separate
from the main structure that was to be designed to withstand the wind pressures and wind-borne
missile impacts associated with an EF4 tornado. For design guidance and the establishment of
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background research and information regarding the structural design in resisting tornadoes,
research was performed and tornado design recommendations and criteria were gathered. The
design recommendations and criteria (summarized in the following subsections of Section 2.2)
were strictly followed in the structural design of the Sports Performance Center.

2.2.1 Tornado Safe Room Design

FEMA P-361 Safe Rooms for Tornadoes and Hurricanes offers design and construction
guidance for community safe rooms, such as tornado safe rooms. The illustrated manual explains
tornado and hurricane hazards, presents safe room design criteria based on performance
requirements and human factors, and outlines emergency management considerations for
community safe rooms. Case studies are included, which provide wind load analyses, costs, and
construction drawings. Included within the manual are the results of laboratory tests of safe room
construction materials. Referenced structural formulas that may be utilized during design include
velocity pressure, pressure on the main wind-force resisting system for buildings, pressures on
components and cladding and attachments, and impact momentum. Appendix C serves as a
designer checklist for the design of safe rooms for tornadoes and hurricanes using FEMA P-361
with reference to various sections of the manual throughout the checklist steps. Internal safe
rooms must be designed for surrounding building debris collapsing on it. Access considerations
resulting from host structure debris around or atop the safe room is described in Section B5.2.1.2
of FEMA P-361.
For wind design coefficient considerations, a reference to FEMA P-361 recommends
using the wind speed maps of FEMA P-361 to obtain wind speeds. However, the standard
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recommends a design wind speed of 250 mph regardless of location. Pressures are then to be
calculated using ASCE 7 methods while using I=1.0, Kd=1.0, Exposure C, no topographic
effects, and GCpi=+/-0.55. All safe rooms are to be tested with representative missiles.
According to FEMA P-361, the representative test missile is a 15 lb 2x4 at 100 mph for vertical
surfaces and 2/3 of this speed for horizontal surfaces. Wind safe room design and construction
codes, standards, and guidance comparisons are summarized in Table 1 of “Safe Rooms:
Selecting Design Criteria.” A successful tornado safe room, as defined by FEMA P-361, must
have standby power (such as an emergency generator) and protection of critical support systems.
Minimum square footage per occupant is 5 SF (or 10 SF for disabled). Maximum tornado safe
room occupancy is determined by taking the gross square footage of the space and deducting
35% for unconcentrated furnishings and 15% for egress. The tornado safe room must be
ventilated, though it does not need to be conditioned.
ICC 500 Standard for the Design and Construction of Storm Shelters serves as an
alternate reference standard to FEMA P-361 for the design and construction of storm shelters.
ICC 500 is referenced in the 2009, 2012, and 2015 editions of the International Building Code.
Structural design criteria includes information regarding storm shelters within host buildings.
Sections 304.8 and 304.9 specify the design relationship between storm shelters and host
buildings. Storm shelters within a host building shall be designed considering the host building
to be destroyed and the shelter to be fully exposed; additionally, if an element or component of
the host building is connected to a storm shelter, the storm shelter shall be designed to resist the
maximum force that could be transmitted to the shelter. To account for the load of the host
structure’s collapse onto the internal tornado safe room, ICC 500 recommends a minimum roof
live load of 100 psf. The structural design of a tornado safe room is to be in accordance with ICC
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500 Chapter 3. The tornado safe room’s structure shall be designed according to LRFD load
combinations in accordance with ASCE 7-10 Section 2.3 with exceptions from ICC 500 Section
302.1.

2.2.2 Tornado Wind Analyses and Load Application

The “Building Design for Tornadoes” presentation at the Applied Technology Council
(ATC) OK SEA Conference in 2013 presented by William Coulbourne references research
performed by Dr. Partha Sarkar and Dr. Fred Haan. The research is published in the Journal of
Structural Engineering in 2010 in an entry entitled “Tornado-Induced Wind Loads on a LowRise Building.” Using a large-scale tornado simulator developed within the Aerospace
Engineering Department of Iowa State University, an experimental study was performed in
attempt to quantify and model the interaction between tornado-like winds and a low-rise, gableroof building. Wind loads were measured and pressure distributions were illustrated. With credit
to the results of the experiment, 3D flow fields and vorticity vectors were reconstructed overtop
the gable-roof building model which helps to better explain the variable loading tornado winds
impose on buildings.
The results from the research by Dr. Sarkar and Dr. Haan were utilized to determine
pressure coefficient differences with the ASCE 7-05 standard. Results indicate that Cx was equal
to 1.0, suggesting no increase in the lateral direction. Cy was equal to 1.5, suggesting a 50%
increase in the wind parallel direction. Cz was equal to a value between 1.5 and 3.2, suggesting
the possibility for more than three times an increase in the vertical (uplift) direction. Based on
such research for all directions, differences for tornado winds shall be accounted for in wind load
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calculations and building load application through an added factor that increases wind pressures
in all directions by 50%.

2.2.3 Wind-borne Debris Resistance
According to “Large Wind Missile Impact Performance of Public and Commercial Building
Assemblies” by Daniel L. Scheer, The computation of static design loads from a propelled missile is
complex and depends on a number of factors referenced in FEMA 2000. There are no design criteria that
may be used to calculate the static force of a missile impact on any part of a building because of the
complex nature of missile and debris impacts. In order to determine adequate missile impact resistance for
a building, a Missile Impact Test is performed on an entire wall, door, window or roof assembly.
Missile Impact Tests were conducted by Texas Tech University and the University of Florida,
following FEMA 2000 Large Missile Impact Test protocol on various wall and roof assemblies. The
results yielded recommended wall and roof assemblies for Basic, Enhanced, and Extreme Testing
Criteria. The Texas Tech University missile impact test procedure was designed to represent tornado wind
speeds up to 250 mph. The Texas Tech University large missile impact test involves shooting 2x4 lumber
weighing 15 pounds at 100 mph horizontally or 67 mph vertically. A comprehensive list of wall and roof
assembles that have been tested with the large missile is provided by Texas Tech University, along with
reported test results. Perforation by the missile, scabbing of the target material (which would create
additional debris), or large deformations of the target constitutes failure of a test assembly.
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2.3 Gravity Loads

2.3.1 Roof Loads
The long span roofs of the Sports Performance Center had an associated design dead load of 12
psf based on the selected roof assembly and allowances. A detailed breakdown of the dead load
calculation is observed in Table 1.
Table 1. Roof Dead Load Breakdown

Layer

Weight

1.5B 18 ga. Structural Deck
4" Rigid Insulation
Waterproof Membrane
Vapor Barrier
Standing Seam Metal Roof
Misc. Dead Load (Fasteners)
Total Roof Dead Load

2.8 psf
6 psf
0.7 psf
0.5 psf
1.5 psf
0.5 psf
12 psf

The ground snow load was obtained from ASCE 7-10, and the resulting flat roof snow load was
calculated to be 10.4 psf. The code minimum flat roof load is I x Pg (or 16.5 psf), thus 16.5 psf is the
controlling snow load for the roof. Snow drift loads at clerestory locations increase the snow load by as
much as 24 psf. At the Resilient Building Core, snow drift loads add as much as 67 psf. Snow drift load
calculations and associated values are referenced in Table 2 and Figures 10 and 11. Roof loads also
included a roof live load of 20 psf (reducible to 12 psf), but this load did not govern over snow load due
to snow drift load effects.
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Figure 10. Snow Drift Load Locations

Figure 11. ASCE 7-10 Snow Drift Load Diagram for Variable Recognition
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Table 2. Snow Drift Calculation Summary

Lu
hd
hd design
w
gamma
Pd

Clerestory Windows
30
Ll
30
1.488
hd
1.116
1.488 wall height
8
5.951
hc
6.9655
15.95
23.728
Central Core

Lu
hd
hd design

200
4.123

4.123 wall height

w

16.492

gamma
Pd

15.95
65.761

Lu
hd
hd design
w
gamma
Pd

Ll
hd
hc

55
1.617
55
53.966

North Aux Space
30
Ll
24
1.488
hd
0.955
1.488 wall height
63
5.951
hc
61.966
15.95
23.728

2.3.2 Resilient Building Core Second Level Floor Loads
The partial second level of the Resilient Building Core was associated with a floor live load of
100 psf, as specified by ASCE 7-10 based on an assembly classification. The dead load of the floor
includes slab and deck self weight of approximately 48 psf and a superimposed dead load of 10 psf to
account for MEP systems and miscellaneous fixtures.
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2.3.3 Slab-on-grade Loads
The slab-on-grade of the Sports Performance Center was designed for a minimum live load of
100 psf, as specified by ASCE 7-10 based on an assembly classification. The slab-on-grade was also
designed for its own self weight.

2.4 Lateral Loads
Lateral loads on the Sports Performance Center include EF3 tornado wind loads, EF4 tornado
wind loads, and seismic loads. For comparison of the wind loads, Table 3 displays the parameters utilized
in calculations. ASCE 7-10 baseline wind parameters for Lubbock, Texas are also observed in Table 3 for
a baseline comparison if the building was not to be designed for tornado winds.
Table 3. Wind Calculation Parameters Summary
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2.4.1 EF3 Tornado Wind Loads
EF3 Tornado lateral wind loads corresponding to the Main Wind Force Resisting System
(MWFRS) were determined by following ASCE 7-10 Chapters 26 (General Requirements) and 27
(Directional Procedure). Basic wind speeds presented in Figure 26.5-1B were modified to correspond to
the wind speeds of the enhanced fujita tornado intensity scale. An EF3 tornado corresponds to a
maximum wind speed of 165 mph, which was utilized in the calculation of lateral wind pressures.
MWFRS pressures corresponding to EF3 tornado wind speeds were utilized in the design of all structural
elements of the Sports Performance Center outside of the tornado safe room. The pressure calculations for
the scaled wind speeds were also altered utilizing suggested tornado design methods and enhanced code
requirements. As observed in the calculation parameters of Table 3, design wind pressures were increased
by 50% as per recommendations by “Building Design for Tornadoes” Presentation at the ATC OK SEA
Conference in 2013 backed by testing and research done for tornado design of buildings. Due to the
complexity of the building size and shape, wind pressures were calculated for the separate lateral systems
utilized by the building (track-side lateral system and football-side lateral system). To note, the “trackside lateral system” encompasses the structural framing and overall geometry of the Resilient Building
Core. Full EF3 Tornado wind loads and corresponding calculations are included in Table 4. EF3 Tornado
wind profiles are observed in Figures 12 and 13.
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Table 4. EF3 Tornado Wind Calculation Summary
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Figure 12. Football-side Wind Profile (Top: East-West Wind | Bottom: North-South Wind)

Figure 13. Track-side Wind Profile (Top: West-East Wind | Bottom: South-North Wind)
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Components and Cladding wind pressures, governed by similar load parameters as the EF3
Tornado MWFRS loads, were utilized to design mullions, glazing, individual truss elements, roof purlins,
and wall girts. The Components and Cladding design wind pressures corresponded to the tributary area of
a given structural element to be designed, unless greater than 700 SF. Appendix C summarizes the load
parameters, design wind pressures, and corresponding calculations.

2.4.2 EF4 Tornado Wind Loads
EF4 Tornado lateral wind loads corresponding to the design of the Sports Performance Center’s
tornado safe room were determined by following ASCE 7-10 Chapters 26 (General Requirements) and 27
(Directional Procedure), following special design parameters and requirements set forth by FEMA P-361
and ICC 500. Basic wind speeds presented in Figure 26.5-1B of ASCE 7-10 were modified to correspond
to the wind speeds of the enhanced fujita tornado intensity scale. An EF4 tornado corresponds to a
maximum wind speed of 200 mph. However, FEMA P-361 requires that all safe rooms are to be designed
for a wind pressure corresponding to a wind speed of 250 mph, regardless of location. Even the most
critical wind speed for an EF4 tornado (165-200 mph) is 50 mph less than the design requirement,
exemplifying resiliency in the design of the Sports Performance Center’s tornado safe room. Full EF4
Tornado wind loads and corresponding calculations are included in Table 5.
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Table 5. EF4 Tornado Wind Calculation Summary
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2.4.3 Seismic Loads
Lateral seismic loads were calculated for the original design of the building (prior to the addition
of the Resilient Building Core and prior to the roof profile modifications) using ASCE 7-10 Chapter 11
(Seismic Design Criteria) and Section 1.4.3. The Sports Performance Center has seismic loads
corresponding to Sesimic Design Category A. It was discovered that wind loading governs the lateral
system design over seismic loading, thus seismic loads were not adjusted further based on the revised
building design. Seismic loading parameters are summarized in Table 6.
Table 6. Seismic Load Parameters

2.5 Impact Loads
To maintain the integrity of the building’s enclosure, the entire enclosure of the Sports
Performance Center was designed for wind-borne missile impact loads as recommended by FEMA P-361.
According to FEMA P-361, tornado safe rooms (and buildings meant to withstand an EF4 tornado) must
be designed to withstand the impact load similar to that of a 15 pound 2x4 wood stud with a missile speed
of 100 mph for vertical surfaces and 67 mph for horizontal surfaces. Though the entire building was
meant to be designed to withstand an EF3 tornado, no specific guidelines existed for designing for the
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impact loads of an EF3 tornado. Instead, the design team referenced FEMA P-361 for design
recommendations for resisting the impact loads of tornado wind-borne debris. In order to develop an
impact-resistant façade, test data from Texas Tech University was utilized. Texas Tech University’s
testing facility tested various wall assemblies and roof assemblies for impact resistance. Such data was
utilized in selecting an approved wall and roof assembly. In summary, an approved wall assembly passed
testing from the impact of a 15 pound 2x4 wood stud with a missile speed of 100 mph while an approved
roof assembly passed testing from the impact of a 15 pound 2x4 wood stud with a missile speed of 67
mph.
The Sports Performance Center’s tornado safe room was designed to be housed within the
building, thus the Sports Performance Center is considered the host structure of the tornado safe room.
According to FEMA P-361 and ICC 500, a tornado safe room located within a host structure not designed
to withstand an EF4 tornado must be designed to withstand the impact loads (and gravity loads) that
would result from the host structure’s collapse onto the tornado safe room. ICC 500 recommends a
minimum roof live load of 100 psf to account for the gravity load of the host structure’s collapse onto the
tornado safe room. However, since the weight of the long span structure and surrounding framing was
deemed to be heavier than the assumed typical host structure, the tornado safe room was designed for a
roof live load of 200 psf, double the code-specified minimum. ICC 500 does not recommend a design
impact load to account for the host structure’s collapse, thus the impact load is to be determined and
designed for by the designer using his or her best engineering judgement.
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Chapter 3
Integrative Design Influence

3.1 Architectural Influence on Structural Design
The addition of the Resilient Building Core separated the long span structural framing of
the main athletic spaces where a shared column line originally linked the track-side and footballside long span systems. Furthermore, a separate structural solution was required for the newlyadded Resilient Building Core that consists of a partial second level. A modified floor plan
affected the positioning of the tornado safe room designed to withstand an EF4 tornado.
The revised roof profile complicated the design wind loading of the structure and
increased lateral loads seen by the long span structural system. A minimum height restriction of
65’-0” at the center of the football field needed to be maintained for kicking clearance (45’-0”
center span minimum height restriction for the track). The track-side structural column layout
and design was affected by two sets of spectator bleachers that each required unobstructed
viewing angles of the competition indoor track.

3.2 Construction Influence on Structural Design
The Construction team on the project placed emphasis on an eight-month schedule
acceleration. Prefabrication methods of certain aspects of the structural design of the Sports
Performance Center were prioritized, including prefabricating the wall assembly and the long
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span roof structure in an effort to reduce the construction schedule and improve construction
quality. Field welding and weld inspections were to be limited due to schedule impacts. The
Construction team identified the significance of implementing effective steel sequencing and
steel erection, which affected the structural design through the eradication of the need of
temporary shoring of the long span roof structure. Transportation parameters, material
availability, and long-lead items also affected the structural design of the Sports Performance
Center.

3.3 Lighting/Electrical System Influence on Structural Design
The project’s LightingElectrical team on the project influenced the structural design of
the Sports Performance Center primarily through the building’s daylight and glazing design. The
Lighting/Electrical team prompted the need for north-facing clerestory glazing across the entire
roof profile in order to create a balanced, uniform distribution of daylighting, which promotes
energy savings. Rather than extruding the roof profile in order to allow for the clerestory glazing,
the roof was designed to be depressed in alternating column bays. The structural framing of the
long span roof was positioned and designed accordingly in effort to make the revised roof profile
and clerestory glazing achievable for the project.
The clerestory glazing added nearly three times the area of glass to the Sports
Performance Center. All glazing was required to be designed as laminated in order to mitigate
the risk of a breached structure if the glazing were to be broken by wind-borne missiles.
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3.4 Mechanical System Influence on Structural Design
The project’s Mechanical team implemented displacement hybrid ventilation, which
provides fresh air at the occupant level to condition and ventilate the space. To achieve this,
operable clerestory windows as air relief and in-ground ductwork as air supply were required.
The operability of the clerestory windows affected the structural design of the Sports
Performance Center in calculating the wind loads based on considering the structure as partially
enclosed. Furthermore, the need for operable windows within the clerestories affected the
mullion configuration and design as well as the need for automatic controls to mitigate the risk of
building depressurization. The placement and location of the in-ground ducts affected the design
and coordination of the structure’s foundation system in critical areas.
The Mechanical team’s placement of rooftop air handling units and other mechanical
equipment and ductwork within the Resilient Building Core affected structural loading and
allowed structural depth of certain members. Minimum thermal resistance values specified by
the Mechanical team affected the structural composition of the wall and roof assemblies of the
Sports Performance Center.
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Chapter 4
Long Span Roof System
Included in the project scope was the design of the long-span roof structure over the two
main athletic spaces. A minimum height restriction of 65’-0” at the center of the football field
needed to be maintained for kicking clearance (45’-0” center span minimum height restriction
for the track). The span of the typical roof truss over the football field is 196’-0”, rising 20’-0”
from end-to-end. The span of the typical roof truss over the competition track is 224’-0” (25’-0”
rise). The increased length allowed the truss to span over the supplemental bleachers of the
building’s west side. Reference Figure 14 for the final framing plan of the long span roof trusses.

Figure 14. Final Framing Plan of Long Span Roof Trusses
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4.1 System Selection and Alternative Design Solutions
During the early stages of design, the feasibility of several long-span structural systems
was explored based on the original roof profile. Preliminary designs were performed and all
alternate systems were objectively compared within a project decision matrix, which aligns with
the project team’s goals and project themes. Selection was narrowed down to two options to
optimize the designs: planar and coplanar trusses. Planar roof trusses were unstable out of plane
in resisting horizontal wind loading (Figure 15), while the coplanar roof trusses were stable and
provided continuity between the roof diaphragm (Figure 17). Under EF3 tornado wind loading,
the planar roof trusses drifted laterally by as much as 36”. The optimization of the coplanar roof
trusses was pursued after the completion of a feasibility analysis that indicated that planar roof
trusses were not the best long span roof system to implement for the Sports Performance Center.

Figure 15. Lateral Drift of Planar Roof Trusses

4.2 Modified Roof Profile
Through integrative purpose and efforts, the profile of the roof was modified as seen in
section in Figure 16. Though the new roof geometry posed to be challenging to the building’s
structural design, an integrative design approach yielded a long-span structural system that
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ultimately saved 13% of building volume of the main spaces (seen in green in Figure 16) while
aiding in achieving a uniform daylight distribution. As influenced by the manipulated roof
profile, coplanar roof trusses were implemented within the high points of the undulated roof to
support the structural loads while providing stiffness and continuity between the roof diaphragm.

Figure 16. Modified Roof Profile in Section

4.2.1 Loading Implications

The roof trusses were designed for a dead load of 12 psf and a calculated snow load of
16.5 psf. The clerestory windows introduce snow drift, increasing snow loads by as much as 24
psf at the drift locations. Because of drift loads, snow loads governed over a code-specified roof
live load of 20 psf. Wind uplift loads on the roof purlins were designed for components and
cladding wind pressures based on an EF3 tornado wind speed of 165 mph. The main trusses were
designed for wind pressures of the MWFRS as tributary area was greater than 700 psf. Wind
pressures were conservatively increased by 50% as per recommendations by “Building Design
for Tornadoes” Presentation at the ATC OK SEA Conference in 2013 backed by testing and
research done for tornado design of buildings. Since the roof trusses are positioned within the
full depth of the roof high points, the roof trusses needed to also be designed for horizontal wind
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pressures. Because the complex roof geometry complicates the wind loading on the roof
structure, a wind tunnel test is recommended in order to provide more accurate design wind
pressures. Full loading diagrams and calculations are referenced within Appendix H.

4.2.2 Discontinuous Roof Diaphragm

The complex roof profile creates a discontinuous roof diaphragm in alternating
increments of 30’-0” based on column spacing. In effort to provide continuity between the roof
diaphragm and justify designing the building’s lateral system based on a semi-rigid roof
diaphragm, the geometry of the long span roof trusses were optimized to be coplanar. The
coplanar geometry incorporates web members that angle 63 degrees from the horizontal and
connect one of each truss’s two top chords with each truss’s bottom chord. The lateral load
within the lower roof diaphragm bridges the gaps in the lower roof diaphragm through the angled
web members of the trusses, which transfers the load to the upper roof diaphragm and back down
to the lower roof diaphragm at locations of discontinuity. Lateral load that enters the upper roof
diaphragm directly is transferred to the lower roof diaphragm in a similar process by means of
the angled web members of the trusses.
The semi-rigid roof diaphragm behavior in pairing with the long span trusses’ coplanar
geometry was supported by means of structural analyses performed utilizing SAP2000. SAP2000
results indicate that adequate lateral load is transferred through the angled web members, through
the lower and upper roof purlins which act as the roof diaphragm, and to the modeled supports of
the truss bays. Such results support the behavior of an acting continuous semi-rigid roof
diaphragm, which may be assumed in the design of the building’s lateral systems.
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Figure 17. Diaphragm Continuity Provided by Coplanar Roof Trusses

Horizontal X-braces were added at locations specified in Figure 18 at the lower roof diaphragm
level. The horizontal X-braces provided additional continuity between the gaps created by the
clerestories. Vertical X-braces were added at periodic intervals across the truss spans in order to provide
additional rigidity to the clerestory framing in resisting out-of-plane wind loading (Figure 18).

Figure 18. Diaphragm Bracing Plan
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4.3 Long Span Coplanar Roof Trusses and Roof Purlins

4.3.1 Geometry Optimization

The coplanar roof trusses were designed to be 5’-0” wide between the two top chords.
The trusses taper in width to a single bottom chord. Truss depth was optimized to be 10’-0”
(governed by deflection criteria), permitting a reduction in building height by 5’-0” while still
maintaining minimum height restrictions over the athletic spaces. Truss width was minimized to
be 5’-0”, while providing enough width to maximize the angle of the web members based on the
selected truss depth. The web configuration was selected to be an isometric version of the
Warren truss to implement an equal balance of tension and compression members (Figure 19).
As previously mentioned, the web members angle 63 degrees from the horizontal in order to
provide continuity between the upper and lower roof diaphragms in the transferring of lateral
load to the building’s main wind force resisting system.

Figure 19. Long Span Roof Truss Geometry Configuration

Because the long span roof trusses were designed to be positioned within the high points
of the newly-defined depressed roof profile, the roof trusses were subject to horizontal wind
pressures. The horizontal wind pressures would cause lateral instability if the trusses were
designed to be planar. The coplanar geometry aids in an adjacent roof truss bracing the other
against lateral loads, providing increased lateral stiffness and minimizing the number of required
horizontal lateral braces between trusses since the angled truss web members themselves act as
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the primary horizontal lateral braces. The angled web members worked in bracing the bottom
chord compression member, reducing its unbraced length.
Because roof purlin spacing was regulated to be a maximum of 6’-0” based on roof deck
span requirements and FM-approved roof assembly selection guidelines (Reference Section 8.2),
panel width was limited to increments of 6’-0”. A truss panel width of 12’-0” was selected to
minimize the number of web members while maximizing the angle (from the vertical) of the web
members to optimize structural performance and to achieve compact connections. Every other
roof purlin would frame into a panel point, meaning additional flexure would be introduced into
the trusses’ chord members, though this additional flexure proved to not compromise the chords’
designs based on results from several SAP2000 analysis models performed for comparison
purposes.
In section, a triangular configuration was selected over a rectangular configuration for
several reasons. By selecting a triangular configuration, all design benefits of the coplanar
geometry were achieved, while minimizing the number of truss members and welded
connections. Because there is only one bottom chord as opposed to two, there is only one column
support required for each truss. Two top chords help to share the design load that would
otherwise be resisted by only one top chord in a traditional planar truss. The coplanar truss
geometry also increases truss stiffness, permitting the truss depth to be minimized based on
deflection and serviceability design. Since the trusses were designed to be exposed, square HSS
section sizes were designed in order to achieve enhanced aesthetics and minimize the slenderness
ratios of the compression members (Figure 20).
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Figure 20. Trusses Integrated with Clerestories

4.3.2 Structural Modeling and Results

Structural analysis and design verification of the long span roof trusses were performed
utilizing SAP2000. For preliminary truss design and optimization, a single roof truss was
modeled for both the typical football-side span and the typical track-side span. End conditions
were modeled and designed as pinned/roller. Earlier design iterations designed the trusses as
pin/pin. However, significant horizontal thrust forces were present because of the arching
geometry of the truss, and they were unable to be resisted by the tall and slender columns. A
pin/roller design condition eradicated any thrust forces as all design loads were resisted
internally within the truss. Each web member was modeled and designed as fixed at either end to
best reflect the welded connections. Because no significant moment was transferred across the
joints of the web members, the welded designs did not need to be designed for moment. For
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comparison purposes, alternative design iterations modeled and designed each web member as
pinned/pinned, though no significant design differences were identified.
The top chords and bottom chord were modeled as continuous across the entire span as
the chords were assumed to act as one member across the long span based on how the truss
splices were to be designed and constructed in the field. The truss splice connections were
designed to resist the tension and compression forces transferred across the spliced locations (see
Section 4.3.5 for more information).
After the trusses were preliminarily designed and optimized in SAP2000 according to the
full design loading and all code-governed loading conditions, three adjacent truss bays (including
a total of six roof trusses) were modeled. Three bays were modeled, designed, and optimized in
effort to best capture the behavior of the entire long span roof structure (Figure 21). The trusses,
upper and lower roof purlins, columns, and wall girts were all modeled within the final structural
model of each track-side and football-side truss system. All roof purlins were modeled as
pinned/pinned. Columns were modeled and designed with pinned bases to account for any
foundation movement. The columns were modeled and designed as pinned at the tops as it was
assumed during design that the long span roof trusses would restrict out of plane movement at
the tops of the columns where the trusses connect. Wall girts brace the columns about their weak
axis. The end-bay lower roof purlins were modeled and designed with pinned supports to reflect
the effects that the rest of the structure (including the building’s lateral system) would have on
the truss bays in resisting lateral displacement. Each truss maintained the pinned/roller support
conditions as modeled and designed in previous model versions.
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Figure 21. SAP2000 Model of Long Span Truss Bays

4.3.3 Strength Design

In effort to enhance the aesthetics of the exposed structure and to simplify any structural
and non-structural connections to the roof truss members, square HSS section sizes were
designed. In order to optimize the coplanar roof trusses, A500 Gr. C 50 ksi steel was selected,
offering an increased yield strength with no added cost and similar availability.
Since the truss chords were designed as continuous members, the strength design of the
top chords and the bottom chord of each truss was governed by a critical section located at midspan. The load combination of 1.2D + 1.6S governed the strength design of the truss chords.
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Axial stress dominated the stress capacity ratio of each chord, accounting for nearly 80% to 85%
of the total capacity. Flexural stress contributed an additional 5% to 10% to the total stress
capacity ratio of each chord, resulting from the continuous behavior of the chords in combination
with flexure in effect from the uniform line dead load of the clerestory’s walls and glazing. Total
capacity ratios of the chords of the typical football and track trusses are observed in Table 7.
All web members of each truss type were designed to be the same section size in order to
simplify design, limit the number of section sizes to be ordered, and to streamline fabrication.
Though most web members were not designed to near a full capacity ratio of 1.0, the size of the
web members contributed to the overall stiffness of the truss, and they were not optimized to be
smaller sizes as deflection values increased as a result. The design of all web members were
governed by the angled web members located nearest to the end supports of the truss, and the
load combination of 1.2D + 1.6S controlled the design. The capacity ratio of the web members
was dominated by axial stress, though a small percentage (1% to 2%) of the total capacity was
attributed to flexural stress as a result of the self weight loading of the members. Total capacity
ratios of the web members of the typical football and track trusses are observed in Table 7.
A comprehensive look at the final designs and sizes of the roof trusses is summarized in
Table 7. The long-span roof truss designs were optimized and verified utilizing SAP2000.
Design results may be referenced in Figure 22.
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Table 7. Long Span Coplanar Roof Truss Design Results

Descriptor

Football Truss

Capacity Ratio

Track Truss

Capacity Ratio

Total Span

196’-0”

NA

224’-0”

NA

Depth

10’-0”

NA

10’-0”

NA

Width

5’-0”

NA

5’-0”

NA

Top Chords

HSS12x12x3/8

74%

HSS12x12x1/2

90%

Bottom Chords

HSS16x16x1/2

96%

HSS16x16x5/8

97%

Web Members

HSS6x6x5/16

53%

HSS6x6x5/16

78%

32.4 tons

NA

38.0 tons

NA

L/360 Limit

6.5”

NA

7.5”

NA

LL Deflection

4.4”

67%

5.5”

73%

Camber

6.8”

80% DL

9.2”

80% DL

L/240 Limit

9.8”

NA

11.2”

NA

Total Deflection

6.1”

62%

7.8”

70%

Tonnage

Figure 22. SAP2000 Model of Long Span Roof Structure Displaying Capacity Ratios
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The upper and lower roof purlins were designed to be A992 Gr. 50 W-shapes as the
section type performed best in bending while offering simplified means of connection
capabilities that do not require field welding. The design of the roof purlins were governed by
deflection, though the strength design was verified through hand calculations and SAP2000.
The lower roof purlins have a length of 30’-0” and span from bottom chord to bottom
chord of adjacent trusses. The lower roof purlins were designed to be W12x40’s. The load
combination of 0.9D + 1.0W governed the strength design of the lower roof purlins based on a
total unbraced length of 30’-0”. Since uplift occurs with the governing load combination, the
unbraced length was significantly increased to be the full length of the purlins since the roof deck
would no longer brace the compression side of the W-shape purlins in reverse bending. The
strength capacity ratio of the lower roof purlins was 0.60, well below the upper limit of 1.0.
The upper W-shape roof purlins have a length of 20’-0” and span from the interior top
chord of a truss to the interior top chord of the adjacent truss. The upper roof purlins were
designed to be W10x22’s. The load combination of 0.9D + 1.0W governed the strength design of
the upper roof purlins based on a total unbraced length of 20’-0” due to reversed bending in
uplift. The strength capacity ratio of the upper roof purlins was 0.65, well below the upper limit
of 1.0. The remaining 10’-0” of span length is made up with the geometry of the coplanar roof
trusses. HSS6x6x5/16 purlins with a length of 5’-0” make up the geometry of each coplanar roof
truss, though they doubly act as the roof purlins as they span from top chord to top chord of the
same roof truss. Decisions were made to utilize the HSS top members of the roof trusses as roof
purlins in effort to simplify construction, limit the thickness of the roof, and provide more secure
attachment between the roof and the roof structure. An alternative solution was to have the upper
W-shape roof purlins be supported above the roof trusses instead of the tops of the roof purlins
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being flush with the tops of the truss chords. The alternative solution complicated secure roof
attachment and increased the thickness of the roof while increasing the overall building height.
The strength design of HSS upper roof purlins (also part of the roof truss geometry) was
governed by the load combination of 0.9D + 1.0W and a flexural capacity ratio of 0.10, well
below the upper limit of 1.0.

4.3.4 Deflection Design

Decisions were made to pre-camber the profile of the roof trusses by 80% of the dead
load in order to optimize the structure’s depth and save steel tonnage. To provide additional
lateral stiffness, vertical x-braces (comprised of the same section size as the top chords) spanning
one truss to another were added at truss quarter-points to aid in one truss bracing the adjacent
truss laterally. Horizontal lateral x-bracing (comprised of the same section size as the vertical xbraces) spans the bottom chords of two adjacent trusses to provide additional continuity between
the roof diaphragm. The trusses’ deflected shape under gravity loading is seen in Figure 23.
The roof trusses were designed to satisfy a live load deflection limit of L/360 based on
actual deflection resulting from snow loading. The roof trusses were also designed to satisfy a
total load deflection limit of L/240 based on actual deflection resulting from snow loading and
the dead load deflection after cambering 80% of the total dead load. Both deflection limits were
satisfied, and deflection values and capacity ratios are observed in Table 7. The actual total load
deflection (post-cambering) never compromises the slope of the roof profile and the drainage
capabilities of the roof, thus there were no concerns of ponding that would’ve prompted a stiffer
roof truss re-design in order to better control deflection.
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Figure 23. Deflected Shape of Trusses Due to Dead and Snow Loading

Since the roof trusses may experience uplift during an EF3 tornado as indicated by
modeling results from SAP2000, the roof trusses were also designed for uplift deflection. IBC
2012 specifies a design deflection ratio of L/180 for wind. The roof trusses were designed to fall
within the wind deflection criteria as specified by IBC 2012, though the deflection was deemed
large enough based on EF3 tornado wind loading to break the glazing of the clerestories.
Because the glazing was designed to be laminated glass, the structure would not be compromised
and breached if the glass were to break as it would be held together with a PVB interlayer. Under
normal wind loading, the uplift deflection of the roof trusses was within L/600 which indicates
that the glazing would not break during normal wind events. The deflected shape of the roof
trusses under lateral wind and uplift loading is observed in Figure 24.
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Figure 24. Deflected Shape of Trusses Due to Lateral and Uplift Wind Loading

The upper and lower roof purlins were also designed for a live load deflection limit of
L/360, a total load deflection limit of L/240, and a wind load deflection limit of L/180. The
purlins were not designed to be cambered. The designs of the upper and lower roof purlins were
controlled by deflection.

4.3.5 Connection Design

Roof purlin connection to the top and bottom HSS chords is accomplished with use of
Lindapter’s Hollo-Bolt expansion bolts. Hollo-Bolt is a family of expansion bolts for quickly
connecting steel sections to pre-drilled Hollow Structural Section that require access to one side
only. Hollo-Bolt expansion bolts offer a faster alternative to welding or through-bolting, enabling
contractors to reduce construction time and labor costs. A typical connection is made by
inserting the Hollo-Bolt into the pre-drilled holes of the fixture and hollow section. As the bolt
head is tightened, the cone of the Hollo-Bolt is pulled up the bolt thread, causing the sleeve to
expand until the cone locks against the hollow section’s inner wall. Once installed, only the head
and the collar are visible.
Steel angles provide the means of connection between the web of the W-shape roof
purlins and the side face of the HSS top (or bottom) truss chord. The angle is connected to the
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web of the roof purlin by means of A325 ¾”-diameter bolts. The same angle is connected to the
side face of the HSS top (or bottom) truss chord by means of ¾”-diameter Hollo-Bolts.
At the locations of the truss chord splices, A36 end plates are welded to the truss chords
in the shop. Once on site, the end plates of the truss segments are connected with 1-1/4” diameter
A325 bolts spaced along each face of the HSS chord. The bolts are spaced 3” apart with edge
distance in all directions of at least 1-1/2”. The bolts are designed to resist the maximum factored
tensile load of the truss chords. As per AISC Design Guide 24, bolts are not permitted to be
positioned at the corner locations of the plate. Bolts are only permitted within the face
dimensions of the HSS. Figure 25 shows the typical splice connection for the top and bottom
chords of the trusses.

Figure 25. Truss Splice Connection of Bottom Chord (Left) and Top Chord (Right)
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4.3.6 Constructability

In order to expedite construction, all roof
trusses will be fabricated in-shop with welded
connections. Trusses will be shipped to site in
50’-0” to 60’-0” segments, eradicating the need
for special transportation permits. Once on site,
the truss segments will be connected with highstrength bolts, eliminating the need for field
welding and on-site weld inspections. Because a
single truss is unstable in torsion under its own
self-weight, two adjacent trusses will be erected
together by connecting them with their upper
purlins. An entire truss assembly consisting of
two complementary trusses and their upper
purlins will be erected as one system, as seen in
Figure 26, avoiding the need for temporary
vertical and horizontal shoring. The truss
assembly’s design under construction loading

Figure 26. Critical Pick of Truss Assembly

was verified utilizing SAP2000. Racking was not
a concern during construction according to deflection results.
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4.4 Gravity Design of Columns and Girts
Columns were spaced at 30’-0” to match the truss spacing. Based on girt spacing of either 10’-0”
or 12’-0”, the columns were braced about their weak axis at the specified girt locations. The columns
were designed with pinned bases and brace points out of plane where the truss bears on the tops of the
columns. The columns resist gravity load from the long span roof trusses and the wall girts. Based on the
governed load combination of 1.2D + 1.6S, a worst-case factored axial load of 480 kips governed the
gravity design of all columns. The typical column was designed to be a W24x131 with a governing
slenderness ratio of 81.6 (strong axis) based on a total unbraced length of 70’-0” (tall end of footballside). The gravity design capacity ratio of the typical column was 0.45. Because all columns had similar
factored axial load (within 10%), W24x131 was the designed column size for all gravity columns of the
Sports Performance Center within the main athletic spaces, with exception of the two columns that
support the transfer truss of the competition indoor track. The columns that support the transfer truss were
designed for a factored gravity load of 1430 kips based on the load combination of 1.2D + 1.6S. The two
columns were designed for similar unbraced length and girt spacing as the typical gravity columns. The
design yielded a W24x162 with a gravity design capacity ratio of 0.82. Second order analysis was
considered in the design of the all gravity columns, considering the reserve capacity.
The girt spacing was chosen in conjunction with the design of the prefabricated wall panels.
Girts are spaced at either 10 feet or 12 feet. Each wall panel weighs 65 psf, resulting in a uniform load of
780 plf across a 30-foot girt, and a resulting moment of 102 ft-k from the 1.4D load case. Taking into
account the unbraced length of the girt and deflection criteria of L/240 for dead load, a W12x72 was
chosen as the typical girt size.
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4.5 Gravity Design of Transfer Truss
In order to provide an unobstructed view of the track, some of the long-span roof trusses
could not bear directly on columns that extend to the foundation. To promote versatility, a
transfer truss was designed that spans 210’ and picks up the load from eight of the long-span
trusses of the track-side (Figure 27). The transfer truss was designed to be concealed within the
exterior wall, allowing for finishes and any future artwork to enhance the lighting and aesthetics
of the track.

Figure 27. Location of Transfer Truss in Plan
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4.5.1 Geometry Optimization

The design of the truss consists of (57) A992 Gr. 50 W-shape members, spans 210’-0”
over the main bleachers, and is optimized to be 20’-deep (Figure 29). The 20’-0” depth was
selected to accommodate strict total load deflection criteria of L/600 in order to avoid noticeable
sag and increased deflection of the long-span roof trusses. Furthermore, the 20’-0” depth
occupies the full-depth of the wall that extends from the roof of the resilient building core to the
upper portion of the track-side roof (Figure 28). This allows the planar truss to be laterally
braced by the track-side long-span roof trusses at the top chord and by the structural framing of
the resilient building core along the bottom chord.

Figure 28. Transfer Truss Hidden Rendering

Vertical members were added to add stiffness at the locations of the high point loads of
the long span roof trusses (spaced every 30’-0”) and to reduce the unbraced length of the top
chord in compression under gravity loading (spaced intermittently every 15’-0”). The Warren
configuration of diagonals provided additional stiffness while maintaining an equal number of
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tension and compression members in resisting reversible in-plane lateral wind load when
integrated into the whole building’s lateral system (See Section 6.3.5 for more information
related to the lateral design of the transfer truss).

Figure 29. Geometry of Transfer Truss

4.5.2 Structural Modeling and Results

Structural analysis and design verification of transfer truss were performed utilizing
SAP2000. All web members were modeled with pinned/pinned end conditions in order to
effectively model the actual behavior of the truss with bolted web members not designed to resist
moment at the connections. The top and bottom chords were modeled as continuous across the
entire span as the chords were assumed to act as one member across the long span based on how
the truss splices were to be designed and constructed in the field. The truss splice connections
were designed to resist the moment transferred across the spliced locations. The transfer truss
was modeled and designed with end supports as pinned/roller.
For the gravity design of the transfer truss, the design loads included point loads from the
upper end reactions of eight of the long span trusses of the track-side structure and a distributed
load from the dead load of the attached wall panels at the chord locations. A comprehensive list
of the un-factored design point loads is summarized in Table 8 and the loading diagram is
illustrated in Figure 31. The largest factored moment forces (approximately 140 foot-kips)
occurred within the top and bottom chords near mid-span. The largest factored axial tension
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force was found to exist within the bottom chord (approximately 2840 kips), while the largest
axial factored compression force was found to exist within the top chord (approximately 2850
kips). The largest deflection value was identified to be at mid-span, as anticipated based on a
balanced loading distribution and simple end supports.
Table 8. Transfer Truss Point Loads

Load Case
D
S
Worst-case Wind Uplift

Point Load
132 k
64 k
270 k

4.5.3 Strength Design

A992 Gr. 50 W-shapes were selected as the structural material and section type for the
transfer truss design. Relatively square W-14’s were selected for the member design in effort to
reduce slenderness ratios of the compression members. Since the top and bottom chords of the
transfer truss were each designed to be continuous, the same section size was utilized across the
entire span of each chord. The top chord was designed to be a W14x257 with a slenderness ratio
of 87.8 (weak axis) and a total strength design capacity ratio of 0.98. The top chord’s strength
design was controlled by the load combination of 1.2D + 1.6S, which resulted in a compression
axial stress ratio of 0.93 and a flexural stress ratio of 0.05. The top chord’s critical section was at
mid-span based on a factored axial load of 2850 kips and a factored moment of 140 foot-kips.
The bottom chord was designed to be a W14x233 with a total strength design capacity ratio of
0.98. The bottom chord’s strength design was controlled by the load combination of 1.2D + 1.6S,
which resulted in a tensile axial stress ratio of 0.92 and a flexural stress ratio of 0.06. The bottom
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chord’s critical section was at mid-span based on a factored axial load of 2840 kips and a
factored moment of 140 foot-kips. The design of the web members resulted in sizes that range
from W14x61’s to W14x145’s. The majority of the vertical members were designed to be
W14x61’s, though their total strength design capacity ratios did not exceed 0.5. The W14x61
vertical members were controlled by deflection, providing additional stiffness to the transfer
truss.
Table 9. Transfer Truss Member Design Summary

Member
Top Chord
Bottom Chord
Compression Diagonal
Tension Diagonal

Governing Load
Combination
1.2D + 1.6S
1.2D + 1.6S
1.2D + 1.6S
1.2D + 1.6S

Axial Load

Moment

Size

2850 k (C)
2840 k (T)
1180 k (C)
1180 k (T)

140 ft-k
140 ft-k
0 ft-k
0 ft-k

W14x257
W14x233
W14x145
W14x99

Combined
Capacity Ratio
0.98
0.98
0.94
0.92

The full geometry, all member sizes, and all strength capacity design ratios are referenced
in Appendix F, while a sample is shown in Figure 30. The factored design loads at critical
sections for critical members are displayed in Table 9. The total weight of the transfer truss was
designed to be 78.5 tons. The design of the transfer truss would also be checked (and re-designed
if required) later on in the design process for lateral loads since the transfer truss is an integrated
part of the track-side’s lateral system (see Section 6.3.5 for more information).

Figure 30. Sample of Transfer Truss Sizes and Capacity Ratios
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4.5.4 Deflection Design

The profile of the transfer truss was modified in order to camber 80% of the total dead
load in order to fall within the strict total load deflection criteria of L/600 in order to avoid
noticeable sag and increased deflection of the long-span roof trusses. The transfer truss’s design
was also verified to fall within the L/360 live load deflection criteria. The 20’-0” depth of the
transfer truss was maximized in order to fall within the deflection limits. Several design
iterations involving changes to the truss’s geometry configuration and the members’ size
selections were performed in order to optimize the tonnage of the transfer truss without
compromising the deflection limits and the strength design ratios. The maximum total deflection
(post-camber) occurs at mid-span with a value of 3.9”, falling within the L/600 design limit of
4.2”. The transfer truss’s profile is to be cambered approximately 5.5” (80% of the total dead
load deflection). The transfer truss’s deflected shape under gravity loading is seen in Figure 31.

Figure 31. Transfer Truss Loading Diagram and Deflected Shape

4.5.5 Constructability

Due to the size of the transfer truss panels, each 15’x20’ panel will be fabricated in-shop
and shipped individually to site. Once on site, the panels will be bolted together in the field in
order to eliminate the need for field welding and welding inspections. Shipment of the 14 panels
will require two truckloads. The 15’-0”x20’-0” panels exceed the width of a truck by three feet,
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which requires special transportation routes to site. In order for the transfer truss to fit adequately
within the width of the exterior wall, section sizes of the transfer truss members were optimized
such that the flange widths were no larger than 16”.
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Chapter 5
Tornado Safe Room Design

5.1 Position and Occupancy Planning
Centralized within the Resilient Building Core, ten-inch-thick walls surround the area
beneath the concrete bleachers, encapsulating the space during an EF4 tornado. The tornado safe
room structure is designed to take the impact loads and gravity loads of any host structure
collapsing on the tornado safe room. In order to provide an emergency exit from the tornado safe
room, a straight-line exit path from the safe room by means of an emergency exit corridor was
also designed for EF4 tornado impact loads and wind pressures. The entire area designed to
withstand an EF4 tornado occupies 4,674 SF which is illustrated in Figure 32. Because the
footprint and area of the EF4-tornado-resistant structure was increased, building occupants do
not need to funnel to one specific location within the designated tornado safe room. Building
occupants are able to more quickly and more freely move to the safe area of the building in the
case of an emergency.
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Figure 32. Tornado Safe Room in Plan

The total occupancy of the tornado safe room designed for is 513 people, more than
double the anticipated typical daily occupancy of the building (Table 10). The increased tornado
safe room capacity was designed for in case of larger occupancy numbers of the entire building
at the time of the natural disaster. Any through-openings within the EF4-tornado-designed
structure will employ Qompact StormSafe automatic shutters designed for impact resistance and
EF4 tornado wind speeds in order to seal off the concrete structure. By centralizing the tornado
safe room, the amount of emergency shutters required was reduced to only two since the safe
room was away from any windows and glass doors, promoting a faster procedure for securement
in the event of a natural disaster.
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Table 10. Safe Room Occupancy Calculation Summary

Gross Area
35% Unconcentrated
Furnishing Reduction
15% Egress Reduction
Net Area

4,674 SF

Standing or Seated
Wheelchair
Maximum Occupancy

5 SF/person
10 SF/person

1,636 SF
456 SF
2,582 SF
510 people
3 people
513 people

FEMA 361 and ICC 500 do not require the heating and cooling of the tornado safe room.
For the 513 occupants of the safe room, 258 SF of venting area is required per ICC 500 Section
702.1.1. The natural ventilation openings within the safe room will use storm-rated Greenheck
AFL501 louvers. An on-site emergency natural gas generator is incorporated into the electrical
distribution system and will provide two hours of built-in capacity for critical systems. All
lighting located within the tornado safe room boundary is on an emergency circuit.

5.2 Framing Overview
In order to provide adequate head room within the tornado safe room beneath the bleachers’
structure, the shortest wall was designed to be 7’-9” tall. The main spectator bleachers rise at an angle of
approximately 25 degrees to a total height off of the ground floor of 16’-0”, indicating that the tallest wall
was designed to be 16’-0”. The second level of the Sports Performance Center extends outward 11’-0”
from the summit of the main spectator bleachers in order to provide spectator passageway.
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Figure 33. Tornado Safe Room Labeled Structural Section

Table 11. Tornado Safe Room Structural Design Summary
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A sloping bleacher slab supports all seating of the main spectator bleachers while serving as the
roof/ceiling overtop the tornado safe room. The bleacher slab spans approximately 19’-4” between the
western supporting wall that is 7’-9” tall and a ridge beam located at the summit of the main spectator
bleachers. A roof slab, designed to be flat, spans 11’-0” between the ridge beam and the eastern 16’-0”
tall supporting wall. In summary, the ridge beam picks up half of the load from each the sloping bleacher
slab and the flat roof slab. There are four ridge beams, each spanning 28’-9” between columns and/or
supporting walls. There are three columns, one northern supporting wall, and one southern supporting
wall that support the load from the ridge beams. The emergency exit corridor of the tornado safe room is
comprised of 16’-0” tall supporting walls and a roof slab that spans 11’-0” between eastern and western
supporting walls. Figure 33 illustrates the geometry of the tornado safe room and the framing scheme.
Structural designs of the tornado safe room structural elements are summarized in Table 11.

5.3 Bleacher and Roof Slab Design

5.3.1 Modeling and Verification
Both the bleacher slab and the roof slab were designed to be simply-supported since both
structural elements were designed to be precast reinforced concrete with simple end connections at
support locations. The design and modeling of both slabs utilized the unit strip method, designing each
slab based on a 1’-0” strip. Designs were performed by hand calculations and verified utilizing SP Slab
software.
Since the slab and stepped areas would be casted as one, the bleacher slab was designed to consist
of the stepped areas where seating would be positioned. However, the structural design did not rely on the
concrete from the stepped areas contributing to strength or deflection resistance. Design loads of the
bleacher slab included slab self weight of the bleacher slab, self weight of the concrete from the stepped
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areas of the bleachers, a live load of 100 psf for assembly seating, a roof live load of 200 psf to account
for the host structure’s collapse on the tornado safe room, and EF4 tornado wind loads of 140 psf (uplift).
Since the live load of assembly seating and a roof live load accounting for the host structure’s collapse
would not occur at the same time, any load combinations including both live load and roof live load were
not considered.
Design loads of the roof slab included slab self weight, a live load of 100 psf for assembly
gathering, a roof live load of 200 psf to account for the host structure’s collapse on the tornado safe room,
and EF4 tornado wind loads of 140 psf (uplift). Since the live load of assembly seating and a roof live
load accounting for the host structure’s collapse would not occur at the same time, any load combinations
including both live load and roof live load were not considered.

5.3.2 Design Results
The precast reinforced concrete bleacher slab was designed to be 12”-thick beneath any raised
steps and seating locations. The bleacher slab was designed to be continuous for the full length of 115’-0”
of the main spectator seating, though the bleacher slab would be constructed by precast sections that are
sealed with structural silicone for waterproofing. Top reinforcement was designed to be #4 bars at 12”
O.C., while bottom reinforcement was designed to be #6 bars at 8” O.C. The bleacher slab relies upon the
#6 bottom bars to resist a worst-case moment of 28 ft-kips per foot resulting from the 1.2D + 1.6Lr
governing load combination. The #4 top bars are included to create a reinforcement cage. Transvers
reinforcement was designed to be #4 bars at 12” O.C. E.F. based on minimum area of steel calculations.
The top reinforcement did not need to be designed as the same as the bottom reinforcement because there
is not a possibility that the precast bleacher slabs will be flipped during construction due to the inclusion
of the raised steps.
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The precast reinforced concrete roof slab was designed to be 8”-thick. The roof slab was initially
designed to be 6”-thick to satisfy strength and deflection design requirements, though the slab was
thickened to increase impact performance in the event of the host structure’s collapse on top of the
tornado safe room. Bottom reinforcement was designed to be #4 bars at 12” O.C., while top reinforcement
was designed to be the same in order to match the bottom flexural reinforcement. The roof slab relies
upon the #4 bottom bars to resist a worst-case moment of 7 ft-kips per foot resulting from the 1.2D +
1.6Lr governing load combination. The #4 top bars are included to create a reinforcement cage, and they
are the same as the bottom reinforcement in case the roof slabs were to be flipped during construction.
The roof slabs may be marked to indicate the top face versus the bottom face, but there is a chance that
the marking may erode or be covered during fabrication or transporation. Transverse reinforcement was
designed to be #4 bars at 12” O.C. E.F. based on minimum area of steel calculations.

5.4 Ridge Beam and Column Design

5.4.1 Modeling and Verification
Since the ridge beams were designed to be precast reinforced concrete, the beams were modeled
and designed to have pin supports at both ends of the approximate 28’-9” span. All four ridge beams were
designed to be identical based on identical loading. Since the ridge beams were not continuous across
spans, unbalanced live load patterns did not need to be considered in the design. The ridge beams were
designed to take gravity load from the adjacent bleacher and roof slabs. No moment was transferred at the
locations where the slabs connect to the ridge beams, though eccentric loading was considered. Designs
were performed by hand calculations and verified utilizing SP Beam software.
Supporting the ridge beams at interior locations are three interior precast reinforced concrete
columns. The columns were designed to be pinned/pinned with an unbraced length of 16’-0”. The depth
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of the columns were designed to match the designed width of the ridge beams, while the width of the
columns was considered a free variable to be determined based on the strength design of the columns.
Each of the three columns was designed to take half of the load from each ridge beam that framed into the
column. Designs were performed by hand calculations and verified utilizing SP Column software.

5.4.2 Design Results
Based on hand calculations, the ridge beams were designed to be 16”x36”. Clear cover was
designed to be 2”. Based on a maximum design moment of 800 foot-kips based on the governing load
combination of 1.2D + 1.6Lr, (10) #8 bottom bars were designed. The #8 bars were distributed to two
rows of (5) bars in order for the rebar to fit within the 16”-wide beam. Though not needed for strength,
the top reinforcement was designed to be the same as the bottom reinforcement. This was done in case the
precast beams were to be flipped during construction. Sitrrups were designed to be two-legged #4 bars at
12” O.C. to resist the shear load of the beam. All minimum steel requirements were met, and the flexural
design of the beam’s reinforcement was governed by strength. Skin reinforcement was not required since
the beam’s depth did not exceed 36”. The beam’s geometry did not need to be modified based on
deflection as all deflection criteria were satisfied.
The precast columns were designed to be 12”x16”, with the 16” face aligning with the 16”x36”
beams. No significant moment was transferred to the columns based on the simple pinned connections of
the precast beams. The columns were only to resist axial compression loads and minimal moment
resulting from eccentric loading. Longitudinal reinforcement of the typical column was calculated by
hand based on a percentage of the gross area of the column. Longitudinal reinforcement was designed to
be four #8 bars, each located at a corner of the columns. The reinforcement percentage was approximately
1.65% of the gross area of the column, falling between the allowable percentages of one and eight. Based
on a clear cover of approximately 2”, clear spacing between rebar was satisfied. The governing load
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combination was 1.2D + 1.6 Lr, resulting in a maximum compression load of 300 kips and a
corresponding moment of 30 foot-kips. The interaction diagram of the typical column was plotted
utilizing SP Column, and load combination points were plotted within the diagram accordingly in order to
verify the column’s capacity. Rectangular ties were designed to be #3’s at 16” O.C. distributed across the
typical column’s height.

5.5 Shear Wall Design
The reinforced concrete shear walls were designed to be cast-in-place with a rigid roof
diaphragm. Since all concrete shear walls in a given direction were designed to have the same
thickness and the same length, shear was distributed to each shear wall equally based on
equivalent relative stiffness. The shear walls were primarily designed for shear and flexure,
though the shear walls were also designed to be load bearing and take axial load from adjacent
framing members. The concrete shear walls of the specified tornado safe room were designed
separately from the concrete shear walls of the emergency exit corridor of the extended tornado
safe room. Separate designs were performed as the two sets of shear walls were assumed to
behave independently based on geometrical configuration and the inclusion of an expansion joint
between the southern end of the specified tornado safe room and the northern end of the
emergency exit corridor of the extended tornado safe room.

5.5.1 Lateral Loads

The cast-in-place reinforced concrete shear walls of the tornado safe room were designed
to resist in-plane lateral wind loads from the rigid roof diaphragm associated with EF4 tornado
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wind load calculations. Since the shear walls were designed to be a part of the lateral system of
the Sports Performance Center in addition to serving as entire lateral system of the tornado safe
room, the shear wall designs were also checked for their share of lateral loading from the lateral
system design based on EF3 tornado wind loads. Additionally, the shear walls were designed to
resist out-of-plane lateral wind loads associated with EF4 tornado wind load calculations directly
applied to the surface of the walls.
The design of the east and west shear walls of the tornado safe room were governed by
EF4 lateral wind loads, resulting in a distributed shear of 20 kips to each wall. The design of the
east and west shear walls of the emergency exit corridor of the tornado safe room were governed
by EF4 lateral wind loads, resulting in a distributed shear of 9 kips to each wall.
The design of the north and south walls of the tornado safe room were governed by EF4
lateral wind loads, resulting in a distributed shear of 92 kips to each wall. The design of the north
and south walls of the emergency exit corridor of the tornado safe room were governed by EF4
lateral wind loads, resulting in a distributed shear of 106 kips to each wall.
Governing out-of-plane lateral loads was based on EF4 wind load calculations, resulting
in a maximum wind pressure of 100 psf for all concrete shear walls of the specified tornado safe
room and the emergency exit corridor of the extended tornado safe room.

5.5.2 Through-Openings

Because large through-openings needed to be provided within the tornado safe room due
to architectural constraints and mass exiting considerations, the openings of the tornado safe
room needed to be protected in the event of a severe storm such as an EF4 tornado. In order to
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provide through access within the building’s core without compromising the protection of the
tornado safe room, motor-operated Qompact StormSafe shutters were specified that pass strict
approval tests using wind speeds up to 250 mph for shutters up to 19’-6” wide. Within the
boundary of the tornado safe room and the emergency exit corridor, two Qompact StormSafe
shutters each 19’-6” x 15’-0” are to be installed. The shutters are also tested to withstand impact
tests.
At locations of the large through-openings, the concrete shear walls were assumed
discontinuous. Thus, portions of the shear walls with openings were not relied upon for resisting
the lateral loads. Instead, the lateral loads were only distributed to the shear wall portions that
were not penetrated with openings.

5.5.3 Modeling and Verification

The lateral load was distributed to each shear wall according to hand calculations. Wall
thickness was initially determined considering adequate bearing width and sufficient spacing for
rebar placement for a two-skinned reinforcement cage. The shear design of the shear walls was
performed by hand according to provisions in ACI 318-11 for reinforced concrete shear walls.
The shear design of the walls was verified in SPWall by modeling each shear wall as a 1’-0”
strip and checking the reinforcement design results from SPWall against the design results
achieved through hand calculations. The flexural design of the shear walls was performed by
hand calculations and verified in SPWall by modeling the shear load at the top location of the
wall and checking the wall’s flexural capacity according to the resulting design moment. The
wall’s axial capacity was also verified using SPWall, modeling each shear wall as a 1’-0” strip.
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5.5.4 Design Results

All shear walls were designed to have a minimum thickness of 10” in order to achieve
adequate bearing width and sufficient spacing for rebar placement for a two-skinned rebar cage.
According to design calculations, the thickness of the shear walls did not need to be increased as
the design progressed. In order to meet the shear load demands, all shear walls were designed for
vertical reinforcement of #4 bars at 16” O.C. E.F. and horizontal reinforcement of #4 bars at 16”
O.C. E.F. Minimum reinforcement ratios for both vertical and horizontal wall reinforcement
were achieved according to provisions in ACI 318-11. Flexural reinforcement for the longer
walls (such as the east and west shear walls) were designed for distributed flexural
reinforcement. The designed vertical reinforcement of #4 bars at 16” O.C. did not need to be
modified in order to meet flexural demand according to hand calculations and SPWall
verification. Flexural reinforcement for the shorter walls (such as the north and south shear
walls) were designed for boundary flexural reinforcement located at the end locations of the
shear walls. The reinforcement was designed to be (10) #4 vertical bars bound together with ties
at each shear wall end. The reinforcement was designed to be the same at both ends due to
reversible loading. At locations of openings, as per provisions in ACI 318-11, two #5 bars are to
be placed around openings with bent anchors placed at the corners of all openings.

5.6 Constructability and Connection Design
Decisions were made to prefabricate the reinforced concrete structure of the main bleachers
and the tornado safe room (excluding the walls). Utilizing precast concrete segments to construct
the main bleachers and the tornado safe room improved quality, saved one week of construction
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time, and saved cost by eliminating complex formwork. Simple support conditions of the precast
concrete elements simplified the design and reinforcement detailing by eliminating the transfer of
moments between the majorities of the tornado safe room structural components. Because the
walls were designed to act as continuous shear walls to resist lateral loads, decisions were made to
cast the concrete walls in place in order to provide shear wall continuity and increased robustness.
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Chapter 6
Lateral System Design

6.1 Building Expansion Joint
As per AISC Steel Manual, 14th Edition and NSA Tech Report 65, an expansion joint is
needed in the Sports Performance Center because the building is 460’-0” wide. The calculation
for determining the size of the joint is referenced in Appendix I. The selected location for the
joint is along the column line separating the football field and the resilient building core due to
the column line’s continuity along the entire length of the building (Figure 34). The addition of
an expansion joint created two separate lateral systems: one for the football-side structure and
one for a combination of the resilient building core and the track-side structure. Each lateral
system was separately designed and
optimized for strength and drift. The
building’s service systems were
ensured to be designed to
accommodate differential
movement across the expansion
joint.

Figure 34. Expansion Joint Location in Plan
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6.2 Structural Modeling and Results
The separate lateral systems of the Sports Performance Center were modeled, analyzed,
and designed in two separate RAM Structural System models (Figure 36). An comprehensive
overview of the whole building’s lateral system is seen in Figure 35. Specific user-defined
factors for wind load cases were inputted into RAM Structural System in order to accurately
model the calculated EF3 winds seen by the building’s separate lateral systems. The placement
of the frame types was done in coordination with the architecture, while attempting to minimize
the torsional moment for each separate lateral system. Each lateral system was modeled and
designed with a rigid diaphragm based on the truss geometry configuration and the horizontal
diaphragm bracing. Because the lateral systems were each designed with a rigid diaphragm,
lateral load was distributed to the load resisting elements based on relative stiffness as opposed
to tributary width.

Figure 35. RAM Whole Building Lateral System Model
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6.3 Separate Lateral Systems Design

6.3.1 Separate Lateral Systems Overview

The Sports Performance Center’s lateral system is separated into two lateral systems by
means of a building expansion joint. The two lateral systems are separated into the football-side
lateral system and the track-side lateral system. Marked separation of the lateral systems are
shown in plan in Figure 39. Each lateral system is designed for strength and drift under
amplified wind loading and calculated seismic loading. The separate lateral systems design
employs moment frames in locations of large windows and door openings, while utilizing
concentric and eccentric braces in all other required locations. The concrete shear walls of the
tornado safe room and emergency exit corridor are relied upon for strength and serviceability
design of the track-side lateral system, which includes the Resilient Building Core. Lateral
system elements are positioned such that the torsional moment is minimized. Both lateral
systems are designed to control drift within two inches.

Figure 36. Football-side Lateral System Model (Left) and Track-side Model (Right)
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6.3.2 Design Progression

The large size of the structural bays and the overall height of the building negatively
affected the feasibility of utilizing shear walls (concrete or masonry) in the athletic spaces.
Furthermore, through consideration of constructability, concrete and masonry shear walls were
both deemed non-optimal due to severe cost and schedule implications. Ultimately, a combined
lateral system of steel braced frames and moment frames, equipped with centralized concrete
shear walls, were utilized for the separate lateral systems design.

6.3.3 Strength Design

Steel braced frames and steel moment frames were selected as the ideal combined system
for the MWFRS due to cost benefits, ease of construction, and integration with the architecture.
All lateral frames are comprised of A992 Gr. 50 W-shapes. Both lateral systems were optimized
for strength utilizing RAM Structural System. Figure 37 displays the strength optimization of the
football-side lateral system.

Figure 37. Strength Optimization Results of Football-side Lateral System
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Moment frames primarily exist along the northern facade as many door and window
openings decorate the facade. The use of moment frames along the northern façade did not
compromise the placement of large, north-facing windows that offer superior daylight into the
building’s main spaces. The typical column size of the typical moment frame was designed to be
a W12X53, and the typical girt was designed to be a W12x72. Moment frame elevations and
labeled sizes are summarized in Figure 40 and Table 12.
In all other locations aside from the north facade, concentric and eccentric braced frames
are primarily utilized to resist lateral loads. Some of the braced frames needed to be eccentric in
order to accommodate the placement of doorways. The typical column size of a typical braced
frame is a W24x131. The typical column is also designed to support the axial compression loads
from the long-span roof trusses. The typical girt size is a W12x72. The girts are designed to take
axial load from the MWFRS, support vertical load from the dead load of the wall panels, and
resist out-of-plane wind loading. The girts were designed to experience bi-axial flexure, and they
are oriented about their weak axis as the increased out-of-plane wind pressures governed the
design over the vertical dead load of the wall panels. The typical brace size is a W12x120. The
braces were designed to take similar axial compression and tension load due to reversible wind
loading. The braced frames were optimized for strength by decreasing the amount of bays, while
increasing the brace sizes. Concentric and eccentric braced frame elevations and labeled sizes are

summarized in Figure 40 and Table 12.
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Figure 38. Color-coded Whole Building Lateral System

Figure 39. Whole Building Lateral System Coded Plan
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Figure 40. Lateral Frame Elevations

Table 12. Lateral Frame Design Information
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6.3.4 Drift Optimization

The designs of the moment frames and the eccentric and concentric braced frames were
optimized in order to control building drift within 2” (H/400 criteria). Drift optimization was
performed within RAM Structural System for both separate lateral systems utilizing a virtual
work load case. The virtual work load case aided in identifying members within the frames that
contributed most to the overall lateral drift of each separate lateral system. Based on the results
of the virtual work load case, select members were upsized in order to optimize the frames’
designs, while controlling lateral drift within the specified criteria. Results of drift optimization
for the football-side lateral system is included in Figure 41.

Figure 41. Drift Optimization Results of Football-side Lateral System
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6.3.5 Transfer Truss Lateral Design

The transfer truss located above the main spectator bleachers is incorporated into the
track-side lateral system. In order to relieve stress from the two end columns of the transfer truss,
the next two bays were designed to be lateral frames. Additional moment frames within the
Resilient Building Core run perpendicular to the bottom chord of the transfer truss, providing
bracing that resists out-of-plane wind loads. As discussed in Section 4.5, the transfer truss was
designed for gravity load first, though the geometry design of the transfer truss considered the
future lateral design of the truss. This was done by implementing a Warren truss configuration
with an equal number of tension and compression members to withstand reversible in plane
lateral loading. The member design of the transfer truss did not need to be modified based on the
lateral load cases, thus the transfer truss design was governed by the gravity load cases.

6.4 Lateral Connection Design
Connection design for the separate lateral systems include the design of the typical
moment frame connection and the typical braced frame connection. Each typical connection was
designed for the worst-case loading from either of the two separate lateral systems, though the
connection designs would expected to be optimized in later design development.

6.4.1 Typical Moment Frame Connection Design

Though more complicated to design to transfer moment, an all-bolted moment connection
was designed in order to reduce the amount of field welds and weld inspections required for the
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project, translating to savings in the schedule. As seen in the typical moment frame connection in
Figure 42, 8” wide by ½” thick A36 top and bottom plates are field welded to the column flanges
and bolted to the flanges of the beam. Each plate is connected to a beam flange with six, A325
¾”-diameter bolts. To resist the shear at the connection, a 6”x4”x1/4” A36 plate is connected to
the column flange with shop welding and to the beam web with two A325 ¾”-diameter bolts.
The typical moment connection is designed to resist 86 foot-kips of moment.

Figure 42. Typical Moment Frame Connection Detail

6.4.2 Typical Braced Frame Connection Design

A typical braced frame connection was designed as a pinned-pinned connection, allowing
the brace to take only axial loads. Due to reverse loading conditions, the typical braced frame
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connection was designed for similar axial tension and compression loads. While the brace size
does change from frame to frame, the typical connection was designed to utilize the same plate
size and bolts for the entire project based on a worst-case tension and compression load of 126
kips. Because the separate lateral systems were controlled by drift more so over strength, the
plate size controls the connection more often than the brace size, permitting the replication of the
typical braced frame connection for the entire project.
As exemplified in Figure 43, a ¼” A36 gusset plate is welded to the column flange and
beam flange. A 2’-3”x7”x1/4” A36 plate is connected to the gusset plate by means of eight A325
¾”-diameter bolts and is connected
to the webbing of the typical brace
also by means of the same bolt
configuration. The typical braced
frame connection design follows all
connection design criteria and
dimension requirements listed in
the AISC Steel Construction
Manual and considers all failure
modes of the connection.

Figure 43. Typical Braced Frame Connection Detail
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Chapter 7
Foundation Design

7.1 Site Analysis and Geotechnical Report Recommendations
Preliminary research into a soil survey of the Lubbock County subsurface conditions
indicated typical loamy soils with the potential to shrink and swell with moisture changes. A
concern was exposure to clays with high plasticity (CH in the Unified system of Classification)
due to its potential to cause damage to concrete foundations. The provided geotechnical
investigation outlines the soil types on site as SC, CL, and SM and describes the soil as well
drained, not flooded or ponded, with a low shrink-swell potential. The project’s geotechnical
engineer, Dyess-Peterson Testing Laboratory, Inc., recommends grade beams supported by
drilled belled piers due to the depth at which suitable soil is found on the site.

7.2 System Selection and Alternative Design Solutions
Based on the geotechnical investigation results, a deep foundation system with a slab on
grade was considered to be the most efficient design option for the substructure of the Sports
Performance Center (Figure 44). Comparing the options of piles, drilled piers with and without a
bell, and stone columns, each option’s performance experiencing uplift as well as its ability to
spread load to soil of a suitable bearing capacity were evaluated. Ultimately, drilled belled piers
and grade beams were selected based on superior performance in resisting uplift of amplified
wind design loads and ability to spread load to soil of a suitable bearing capacity.
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Figure 44. Deep Foundation Design Overview

7.3 Shared Foundation Line
Reinforced concrete grade beams were employed in order to provide lateral support to the
drilled piers, while also supporting the dual column line resulting from the building expansion
joint. An expansion joint through the foundation was not necessary due to the assumption that
the substructure compared to the superstructure will see minimal movement.
This shared foundation will carry loads from both the columns supporting the long-span
trusses over the football field as well as the reinforced concrete wall enclosing the tornado safe
room (Figure 45). Grade beams of a 5’-0” width are centered under the two walls and span
between 6’-0” diameter drilled piers, which will be spaced at the same locations as the columns.
The 6’-0” diameter drilled belled piers support the grade beams along the shared foundation and
were designed using the loading described in Table 13.
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Figure 45. Foundation Plan
Table 13. Typical Column Reactions Transmitted to Pier Foundations
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7.4 Drilled Belled Pier Design
The final foundation system of the Sports Performance Center consists of drilled belled
piers ranging from 2’-0” to 5’-0” in shaft diameter with a depth of 30’-0” and a rebar cage
extending into the bell with a total area of steel of 11.44 in2. The diameter of the bells were
designed to be three times the diameter of the shaft with a 70° angle. The entire foundation
system utilizes concrete with a compressive strength of 4,000 psi. The drilled belled pier design
schedule is provided in Table 14, while calculations are summarized in Table 15.
Table 14. Drilled Belled Pier Schedule

Figure 46. Drilled Belled Pier Plan
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Table 15. Drilled Belled Pier Design and Capacity Calculations

Figure 47. Drilled Belled Pier Loading
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Figure 48. Driled Belled Pier Geometry and Design

7.5 Grade Beam Design
With the application of large lateral forces to the superstructure, the drilled piers are tied
together with grade beams spanning between the drilled piers along the perimeter walls of the
building and in select areas throughout the building core. The grade beams provide necessary
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lateral support as well as carry the weight of the exterior walls to the drilled piers. They were
designed to withstand the dead load of the walls, compression due to lateral loads, and the soil
pressure calculated from the potential vertical rise value of 0.56” provided in the geotechnical
report. The typical perimeter grade beams were designed to be 3’-0” wide by 2’-0” deep with a
total longitudinal area of steel of 16 in2 and typical transverse steel of #4 bars spaced at 10” on
center. The designs of the concrete grade beams were verified utilizing Structure Point software.
The grade beam schedule is provided in Table 16.
Table 16. Grade Beam Schedule
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Figure 49. Grade Beam Plan

7.5.3 Grade Beam and In-Ground Duct Coordination

In order to efficiently utilize the displacement ventilation system and increase occupant
comfort in the athletic spaces of the Sports Performance Center, a solution was proposed for the
underground ductwork placement. The room where the ductwork will traverse vertically from
the mechanical equipment to the slab on grade is located within the central core between two
foundation lines. Due to the transfer truss above the bleachers eliminating the need for columns
and therefore drilled piers and grade beams, the ductwork can easily span from under the slab of
the mechanical room in the core to the diffusers on the far side of the track space. However, the
ducts extending underneath and across the football field from that same mechanical room posed
a challenge due to the grade beams spanning between drilled piers along the shared foundation.
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By leaving the grade beams and drilled piers in their positions unchanged, the duct would need
to be buried deeper to adequately clear the depth of the substructure, requiring greater excavation
and backfill and longer duct runs for air to travel. The solution to this challenge was to lower the
shared foundation between the columns in the area of the tornado safe room by a depth of 5’-0”.
This allowed three 40-inch-diameter duct penetrations spaced 8’-0” O.C. to occur within the base
of the concrete shear wall that was extended downward to meet the grade beam (Figure 50).
Through this integrated solution, mechanical ductwork was positioned closer to the underside of
the slab in the resilient building core and decreased the amount of duct and excavation required
during placement.

Figure 50. Grade Beam and In-ground Duct Coordination
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7.6 Slab-On-Grade Design
The typical slab on grade to be placed in all areas of the Sports Performance Center
except under the synthetic turf field will be 6”-thick with #4 bars at 16” O.C. in both directions
placed at the bottom of the slab (Figure 52). The slab under the tornado safe room was designed
to be 8”-thick. This design was determined by comparing the maximum live load applied to the
slab to the calculated allowable live load that 6”-thick concrete of 600 psi flexural strength may
withstand. There is not a slab-on-grade beneath the practice football field as the synthetic turf
bears on compacted fill (Figure 51).

Figure 51. Slab-on-Grade Plan
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Figure 52. Slab-on-grade Design and Detailing
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Chapter 8
Integrated Structural Enclosure

8.1 Impact-Resistant Façade Design
Tasked with designing a structural enclosure to resist wind-borne missiles while
adequately transferring increased design wind load to the main building structure, a structurally
robust facade was developed with improved thermal and moisture performance. Though
structural performance was critical in the façade’s design, a design was devised that would not
compromise glazing for daylighting schemes, that would be thermally efficient for mechanical
performance, and that would be modularized and prefabricated such that construction methods
were accelerated and quality-assured. Comprehensive performance testing of the designed
impact-resistant façade is recommended.

8.1.1 Wall Assembly Composition and Impact Testing

Though the entire building was meant to be designed to withstand an EF3 tornado, no
specific guidelines existed for designing for the impact loads of an EF3 tornado. Instead, FEMA
P-361 was referenced for design recommendations for resisting the impact loads of tornado
wind-borne debris. In order to develop an impact-resistant façade, test data was utilized from
Texas Tech University. For more information and data regarding the testing procedures for the
impact resistance of wall assemblies, refer to Table 17. In summary, an approved wall assembly
passed testing from the impact of a 15 pound 2x4 wood stud with a missile speed of 100 mph.
While considering constructability and enhanced thermal and moisture performance, 9”-thick
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precast brick-stamped, insulated concrete panels were selected for the lower wall assembly of the
Sports Performance Center (Figure 53). The concrete panels have 3” of rigid insulation
sandwiched in between two layers of 3” of reinforced concrete. Reinforcement of the panels
include #4 rebar at 12” O.C. each way. The reinforcement was designed to satisfy minimum
reinforcement requirements, flexural stress under amplified wind loads, and impact loads
generated from wind-borne missiles. Impact tests indicate a threshold missile speed of 102 mph
without damaging the first 3” of concrete of the panel.

Figure 53. Wall Assembly Composition
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Table 17. Impact Missile Test Results for Selected Wall Upper Wall Assembly (Top) and
Lower Wall Assembly (Bottom)

In effort to minimize weight of the wall assembly to reduce structural sizes, a different
façade composition was selected to stack on top of the precast concrete panels and extend the
remaining height of the building. To achieve superior impact performance, the upper wall
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assembly relies on a double 2x6 metal stud wall with two layers of ¾” structural plywood laid
over one layer of 14 ga. steel (Figure 53). Testing indicates a threshold missile speed of 130
mph. The exterior cladding of the upper wall assembly is a terracotta rain screen, designed to
improve the moisture performance of the wall assembly. Though the terracotta rain screen is not
tested for impact, the rain screen system is rated for wind pressures up to 190 psf, enough to
resist EF3 tornado wall wind pressures and suction.

8.1.2 Prefabrication, Modularization, and Schedule Reduction
The lower wall assembly accounts for 31% of the total wall area of the Sports Performance
Center. The precast concrete panel assembly occupies the first 24’-0” of the building height around the
entire perimeter of the Sports Performance Center. In order to modularize the panels, girt spacing was
selected for the lower wall assembly to be 12’-0”, allowing the precast concrete panels to be prefabricated
in 30’-0” wide by 12’-0” tall sections for the entire project. Panel dimensions were maximized according
to manufacturer’s specifications which indicate that the panels may span up to 12’-0” with the longer
dimension being as large as 30’-0”. The panels are to be attached to the girts and columns on all four
sides of the panels with horizontal slotted inserts.
The upper wall assembly accounts for the remaining 69% of the total wall area of the Sports
Performance Center. The prefabricated metal-backed wall panels exist about the first 24’-0” of the
building height around the entire perimeter of the Sports Performance Center. The panels are modularized
to be 30’-0” wide by 10’-0” tall sections for the entire project based on a column spacing of 30’-0” and a
girt spacing selected to be 10’-0”. Because of the curved nature of the roof profile, some of the metalbacked wall panels may not be prefabricated since the height dimension varies. The prefabricated panels
are to be attached to the girts and columns on all four sides of the panels with horizontal slotted inserts.
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The terracotta rain screen track system is to be attached to each panel in the shop. Only the terracotta
panels themselves are to be installed on site, promoting quicker installation of the terracotta rainscreen.
Because the wall assembly is prefabricated and the panel dimensions are modularized, the
construction schedule for the Sports Performance Center is able to be reduced by 29 weeks. Furthermore,
the wall panels are fabricated in the shop, which promotes higher quality construction and improved
performance.

8.1.3 Wall Detailing and Watershedding Strategies
At the joint where the precast concrete wall panels meet the upper wall assembly panels, a
concrete cornice cap provides continuity between the varying wall types while also serving as a drip edge
for the terracotta rain screen. The joint is detailed for water shedding, providing a continuous vapor
barrier at the seam. In the event of a vapor barrier failure, the sealant bead of the upper wall assembly is
relied upon to prevent water backflow. Thermal bridging is prevented by backing up the concrete cornice
cap with a layer of 3” rigid insulation. Reference Figure 54 for wall detailing and examples of
watershedding strategies.

Figure 54. Wall Panel Joint Watershedding Detailing
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The upper wall panels are fixed with a terracotta rain screen with an air space behind the
terracotta panels. The air space provides opportunity for drying for any moisture that penetrates the
permeable terracotta panels. Lubbock, Texas climate does not indicate many days of rainfall, though
rainfall is heavy during times of occurrence. The terracotta rainscreen serves as an outer layer of
protection against heavy rain periods of Lubbock, Texas.

8.1.4 Moisture and Thermal Performance Analyses

WUFI, a moisture transport analysis program, was utilized to perform a long-term
analysis of the moisture and thermal performance of both the lower and upper wall assemblies.
The analysis for both walls was performed over a two-year time period in a location with the
most similar climate zone as Lubbock, Texas. For both wall assemblies, relative humidity never
nears 100% at any inner layer meaning that excess moisture does not condense within a given
wall layer (Figure 55). Relative humidity is highest in either of the two wall assemblies within
the terracotta rain screen of the upper wall assembly. However, the relative humidity rapidly
drops beyond the air layer of the terracotta rain screen, validating the selection of a terracotta
rain screen to dry any moisture prior to infiltrating and damaging critical inner wall layers.
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Figure 55. WUFI Results from Upper Wall (Top) and Lower Wall (Bottom)
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8.2 Uplift-Resistant Roof Design
Importance was placed on developing a light roof assembly that would also resist uplift
and roof tear off in the event of an EF3 tornado. In order to maintain a lightweight roof
assembly, the fastening design would be critical, and the depth of the roof would need to be
minimized for the sake of adequate fastening attachment and securement.

8.2.1 FM-Approved Roof Assembly Selection

RoofNav, a complimentary design tool from FM Approvals that provides access to the
most up-to-date FM Approved roofing products and assemblies, was referenced in selecting a
roof assembly. Utilizing RoofNav, a Factory Mutual Approved roof assembly was selected that
is approved for an uplift of 180 psf, providing a factor of safety of 2 against EF3 tornado wind
design roof uplift pressures of the Sports Performance Center.
Design parameters inputted into RoofNav included roof system type, assembly
application, cover securement, deck type, and slope. Assembly ratings design parameters
included wind uplift pressure, internal fire, exterior fire, and hail. In the selection of an FMApproved Roof Assembly, some design parameters were previously decided upon based on the
architecture and the structural design influence. The roof system was narrowed down to be
Standing/Lap Seam that is applied as a new roof. Cover securement was selected to be attached
for ease of construction while the deck type was selected to be steel. The wind uplift pressure
was inputted to be 180 psf in order to provide a factor of safety of 2 against the maximum EF3
tornado wind uplift pressures of the Sports Performance Center roof based on the MWFRS wind
load calculations discussed in Section 2.4. All other design parameters were permitted to be
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variable, including the roof slope since the slope varies across the roof profile. RoofNav
identified four FM-Approved roof assemblies that matched all design parameters. Though the
four roof assemblies were nearly identical with minimal differences in manufacturer-specified
product composition and permitted insulation thickness. The final roof assembly was selected
that permitted a maximized roof thermal insulation layer of 4” to meet the demands of the
mechanical design criteria of the project.

8.2.2 Roof Assembly Composition and Impact Testing

The composition of the FM Approved roof assembly may be observed in Figure 56.
RoofNav aided in specifying a roof assembly comprised of four layers overtop the structural
framing of the roof. The outermost layer was specified to be BEMO 305 Aluminum Standing
Seam Metal Roofing panels attached to the layers beneath with BEMO Hook Clips spaced 30”
O.C. with row spacing of 30”. Beneath the standing seam metal roofing panels is a polyethylene
vapor retarder overtop of 4” of polyiso rigid thermal insulation. The structural decking is 1.5B 18
ga. steel decking, specified to be 80 ksi with a maximum span of 6’-0” between roof purlins. The
deck laps are 0.19” Hilti fasteners at 30” O.C. Additional Hilti fasteners occur at 6” O.C. with
row spacing of 72”. Though selecting an FM-Approved roof assembly does not completely
eradicate the risk of roof tearoff in the event of an EF3 tornado, the risk is mitigated since backed
by a reputable insurance company with reliable test data and procedures for wind events.
Referencing testing results from Texas Tech University, a similar roof assembly
experienced no penetration or perforation at a threshold speed of 74 mph, which is larger than
the FEMA P-361-specified missile speed of 67 mph for horizontal surfaces.
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Figure 56. Roof Assembly Composition

8.3 Glazing and Mullion Design
The glazing and mullions of the Sports Performance Center were designed to satisfy
FEMA P-361 requirements, which specify impact resistance capabilities and the withstanding of
amplified wind loads. Typical glazing and mullion designs concern the clerestory glazing of the
depressed roof profile.
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8.3.1 Glazing Type Selection
The clerestory glazing and all other glazing of the Sports Performance Center are designed as
fully tempered (FT), which increases strength and decreases deflection. Superior impact performance is
achieved by laminating the outer glass lite with a PVB interlayer. This protects building occupants from
falling shards of glass and mitigates the risk of a structural breach. An alternative glazing type selection
considered was polycarbonate. Though polycarbonate has excellent impact resistance, the light
transmittance is poor, and a polycarbonate glazing type was not recommended by the project’s
Lighting/Electrical team. FEMA P-361 recommends the use of either fully tempered, laminated glazing or
polycarbonate glazing for all windows designed for tornadoes and the associated wind-borne missiles.

8.3.2 Glazing Design
Typical glazing of the Sports Performance Center is considered an Insulated Glass Unit (IGU)
comprised of a ½” FT laminated glass exterior lite and a ¼” FT monolithic glass interior lite (Figure 57).
The laminated glass lite is comprised of two ¼” plies with a 0.100” Stormguard PVB interlayer. The lites
are separated by a ½” airspace for superior thermal performance.

Figure 57. Typical Glazing Design
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The typical IGU is designed as supported on all four sides based on the procedure outlined in
ASTM E 1300-08 along with all associated glazing calculation charts and tables within the standard. The
typical dimension of the clerestory glazing is approximately 3’-6” tall by 6’-3” wide, as determined by the
radial mullion configuration that is designed to be vertically in-line with the long span roof truss panel
points. The design load for all glazing is 180 psf based on calculated Components and Cladding wind
pressures associated with EF3 tornado wind speeds. Strength capacity of the typical IGU is 49%, while
the calculated center deflection of a typical glass pane is 0.6”. Annotated glazing charts are referenced in
Figure 58.

Figure 58. Glazing Strength Design Chart (Left) and Deflection Design Chart (Right)

8.3.3 Mullion Design
The mullions of the Sports Performance Center are specified as Kawneer’s 1600 Wall System.
Kawneer’s 1600 Wall System is stick fabricated, pressure glazed curtain wall for low to mid-rise
applications and is designed to be used independtly or as an integrated system. The system offers impact
resistance as well superior performance against high winds and heavy rains.
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Figure 59. Extrapolated Mullion Design Chart of 1600 Wall System
The typical mullion configuration of the clerestory glazing is observed in Figure 60. Vertical
mullions are spaced 6’-3” O.C. to align vertically with the long span truss’s panel points. The vertical
mullions are arrayed across the roof profile along the same radius as the roof profile, creating similar
repeating glass pane types. For the Sports Performance Center, glass pane types are limited to five types
based on the mullion configuration exemplified in Figure 60. Horizontal mullions are spaced accordingly
in a checkered-like pattern to create an operable window in every other centered pane of glass.
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Figure 60. Typical Mullion Configuration of Clerestory Glazing
Typical vertical mullions were designed to be 7.5” deep utilizing wind load charts provided by
the manufacturer. Design data within the chart was extrapolated to include LRFD Ultimate Design Loads
greater than 180 psf, which is the actual design load based on Components and Cladding wind pressures
associated with EF3 tornado wind speeds. The typical vertical mullion is simply supported with a single
span of 7’-0” and mullion centers of 6’-3”. Figure 59 displays the extrapolated chart with the design
parameters plotted for the typical mullion configuration.
Typical horizontal mullions were designed to be 6” deep utilizing deadload charts provided by the
manufacturer. The horizontal mullions were designed based on 1” glass infills and ¼ point loading.
Appendix J displays the design chart with the design parameters plotted for the typical mullion
configuration.

8.4 Clerestory Wall and Roof Detailing
Due to the complex geometry of the depressed roof profile, special attention surrounded the
watershedding details of the roof assembly, wall assembly, glazing, and the connection points (as seen in
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Figure 61). The full depth of the truss is 10’-0”. The total height of the clerestory glazing was maximized
to be 7’-0” after taking into consideration the depth of the roof, the depth of the secondary framing, and
the 14” vertical sill height that prevents snow build-up and direct water penetration. Since the slope of the
curved roof profile is no greater than ½” per foot at any location, the standing seam metal roof did not
need to be waterproofed. Watershedding detailing includes flashing and sealants defined in Figure 61.

Figure 61. Detail of Clerestory Roof
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8.5 Recommended Comprehensive Performance Testing
It is recommended that the wall assemblies of the Sports Performance Center are to undergo
comprehensive performance testing through performance mock-ups. The performance mock-up may be
subjected to a sequence of varied tests including lateral loading for structural response, seismic racking,
water infiltration (static and dynamic), air infiltration, thermal performance, sound transmission, and
impact resistance. Testing procedures may be in accordance with the American Society of Testing
Materials (ASTM) and the American Architectural Manufacturers Association (AAMA).

8.6 Community Shelter
Since the entire enclosure and the supporting structure of the Sports Performance Center was
designed to withstand an EF3 tornado, the facility was capable of serving as a community shelter in the
aftermath of a severe storm, including an EF3 tornado. In reference to FEMA 453, the maximum
occupancy of the community shelter was calculated to be over 1,600 people based on an allotment of 60
SF per person since overnight stay was required as the shelter was intended to remain operational for at
least seven days. The maximum occupancy was calculated based on a reduced square footage as per
FEMA 453 (Figure 62).
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Figure 62. Community Shelter Boundary and Area
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Chapter 9
Conclusion

9.1 Project and Design Overview

9.1.1 Structural Design Overview
The structural design of the Sports Performance Center integrates innovative, coplanar long-span
roof trusses with a unique roof design. A Resilient Building Core is supported with composite steel
framing. Precast reinforced concrete framing coupled with cast-in-place reinforced concrete shear walls
make-up a centralized tornado safe room. The lateral system of the building employs concentric and
eccentric steel braces and steel moment frames for strength and drift control under amplified tornado
wind speeds. An integrative structural enclosure is impact-resistant and high-performing across all
disciplines. Drilled belled piers equipped with grade beams serve as the main foundation system that
resist wind uplift and adequately transfer all loads to the supporting soil. The Sports Performance Center’s
structural design is illustrated in Figure 63.

Figure 63. Full Structural Design Overview
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9.1.2 Tornado Design Overview
The entire structure of the Sports Performance Center was designed to withstand an EF3 tornado,
resisting amplified wind loads associated with a design wind speed of 165 mph. The entire building
envelope was designed to resist wind-borne missile impact loads associated with a tornado wind speed of
250 mph, according to assembly test data from Texas Tech University. Roof uplift risk is mitigated
through the selection of an FM-Approved roof assembly, equipped with robust connection points closely
spaced. All glazing was designed to be fully tempered and laminated, mitigating the risk of a structural
breach if any glazing were to break. The Sports Performance Center’s tornado safe room was designed to
have a maximum occupancy of 512 people, and its design includes an emergency exit corridor to allow
for quick access from the safe room if the host structure’s collapse were to block exit pathways from the
centralized safe room. The tornado safe room was designed in accordance with design recommendations
and criteria specified within FEMA P-361 and ICC 500.

9.1.3 Integrative Design Overview
An integrative approach to design was taken when designing and optimizing the Sports
Performance Center’s structural system. The structural design was done in accordance with disciplinespecific project teams, including a Construction team, a Lighting/Electrical team, and a Mechanical team.
Thus, the structural design was affected by the decisions and design strategies of other disciplines, just as
the structural design affected the decisions and design strategies of other disciplines. The architecture also
influenced the structural design of the Sports Performance Center. Examples of key features of integration
between the structural system and the architecture and other systems of the project include the design and
coordination of the long span coplanar roof trusses, the placement and design of the tornado safe room,
the accommodation of the in-ground ducts in the foundations design, and the material selection and
detailing of the building’s enclosure.
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9.1.4 Software Use and Design Verification
The structural design of the Sports Performance Center was done according to hand calculations
verified through the use of various structural design and analysis software. Microsoft Excel was utilized
for loading and design calculations. Long span roof truss and transfer truss designs was verified utilizing
SAP2000, while preliminary long span structure design options were performed in STAAD.Pro.
AutoCAD was utilized for truss geometry modeling, and the line geometry was inputted into SAP2000
and STAAD.Pro for quicker, more efficient structural modelling. RAM Structural System was utilized for
the building’s lateral systems design and for the gravity system design of the Resilient Building Core.
Structure Point was utilized to verify the design of the concrete foundations and the concrete elements of
the tornado safe room. All design output was then inputted into Revit for the modeling of the Sports
Performance Center’s entire structural system for the use of systems clash detection and architectural
renderings. Figure 64 displays a comprehensive overview of the software utilized for the project.

Figure 64. Software Web
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9.2 Conclusion and Lessons Learned
The most important lessons learned throughout the structural design of the Sports Performance
Center include the following:
The importance of integrative design through discipline learning
The process of system selection and the development of effective evaluation criteria
The proper following of tornado design recommendations and the implementation of
conservative tornado design strategies that minimize risk and enhance safety
The development of creative solutions to complicated structural problems
The value in iterative designs and the process of system optimization and review
The significance of a resilient structural design in response to unique project challenges
The process behind designing, configuring, and optimizing long span trusses
In conclusion, resilient and secure structural design in resisting EF3 and EF4 tornadoes was
exemplified in the Sports Performance Center. The entire structure was designed for amplified wind
loading based on conservative measures and factors supported by tornado design codes alongside testing
and research done for tornado design of buildings. Long span coplanar roof trusses are designed and
geometrically optimized to stably respond to significant wind vertical and horizontal roof pressures. A
reinforced concrete tornado safe room was integrated into the Sports Performance Center, which is
designed to withstand an EF4 tornado and protect the lives of all building occupants. Drilled belled piers
are socketed into the ground at the depth of the most suitable soil in order to resist foundation uplift,
while grade beams stabilize the drilled belled piers. The entire building envelope is impact-resistant
against wind-borne missiles generated during an EF3 or EF4 tornado. The roof of the Sports Performance
Center is FM-Approved for a wind uplift pressure up to 180 psf, which mitigates the risk of roof tear off.
All glazing was designed to be fully tempered and laminated in order to mitigate the risk of a structural
breach and to protect against wind-borne missiles. Altogether, the comprehensive structural design of the
Sports Performance Center effectively responds to unique design criteria related to EF3 and EF4 tornado
events, and exemplifies resiliency in design and performance.
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Appendix A
Proposed Architectural Modifications
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Appendix B
Integrative Design Features
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Appendix C
Design Parameters and Wind Loading

Lubbock, TX - Football and Track Buildings

General Requirements
*Plus and minus signs signify pressures acting toward and away from the surfaces, respectively.

MWFRS
Category
Exposure
Enclosed

N-S Football
L (ft)
383
B (ft)
196
H (ft)
80
h (ft)
70
h/L
0.183
L/B
1.954
rise
20
rise/span
0.102
Exposure B
height (ft)
kz
90
0.960
80
0.930
70
0.890
60
0.850
50
0.810
40
0.760
30
0.700
25
0.660
20
0.620
0-15
0.570
Cp
Windward
Leeward
Side
Cp
0<r<0.2
Windward
Quarter
Center
Half
Leeward
Quarter

V (mph)
kd
Kzt
G
GCpi
I

III
B

Wall
N-S F
0.8
-0.31
-0.7

N-S F

E-W Football
L (ft)
196
B (ft)
383
H (ft)
80
h (ft)
70
h/L
0.357
L/B
0.512
rise
20
rise/span
0.102
E-W F
kh
0.89

N-S T
kh
0.78

E-W T
kh
0.78

L/B
E-W F
0.8
-0.5
-0.7

N-S T
0.8
-0.36
-0.7

E-W T
0.8
-0.5
-0.7

Use
qz
qh
qh

h/L & ≤0.5
0 to h/2
h/2 to h
h to 2h
> 2h

-0.9
-0.9
-0.5
-0.3

N-S T

-0.9

-0.9
-0.802

height (ft)
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
25
20
0-15

Windward
qzGfCp
20.455
19.816
18.964
18.111
17.259
16.194
14.915
14.063
13.211
12.145

height (ft)
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
25
20
0-15

Windward
qzGfCp
20.455
19.816
18.964
18.111
17.259
16.194
14.915
14.063
13.211
12.145

N-S Track
L (ft)
383
B (ft)
224
H (ft)
55
h (ft)
44
h/L
0.115
L/B
1.710
rise
22.8
rise/span
0.102

N-S F
kh
0.89

-0.802
-0.5

120
0.85
1
0.85
0.18
1

-0.18

E-W Track
L (ft)
224
B (ft)
383
H (ft)
55
h (ft)
44
h/L
0.196
L/B
0.585
rise
22.8
rise/span
0.102
N-S F
qh (psf)
27.888

qz
30.081
29.141
27.888
26.634
25.381
23.814
21.934
20.681
19.427
17.861

*mean roof height

E-W F
qh (psf)
27.888

N-S T
qh (psf)
24.441

E-W T
qh (psf)
24.441

*ASCE 7-10: Figure 27.4-1

E-W F

E-W T
-0.18
-0.18
-0.18
-0.18

-0.9
-0.9
-0.5
-0.3

-0.18
-0.18
-0.18
-0.18

*ASCE 7-10: Figure 27.4-3

height (ft)
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
25
20
0-15

Windward
qzGfCp
20.455
19.816
18.964
18.111
17.259
16.194
14.915
14.063
13.211
12.145

Leeward
qhGfCp
-11.852

height (ft)
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
25
20
0-15

Windward
qzGfCp
20.455
19.816
18.964
18.111
17.259
16.194
14.915
14.063
13.211
12.145

Leeward
qhGfCp
-10.387

-0.5

N-S Football (psf)
Leeward
Side
qhGfCp
qhGfCp
-7.348
-16.593

N-S Track (psf)
Leeward
Side
qhGfCp
qhGfCp
-7.437
-14.542

0<r<0.2
Windward
Quarter

Roof
qhGfCp
-21.334

Center Half

-19.012

Leeward
Quarter

-11.852

0<r<0.2
Windward
Quarter

Roof
qhGfCp
-18.697

Center Half

-16.657

Leeward
Quarter

-10.387

E-W Football (psf)
Side
qhGfCp
≤0.5
-16.593
0 to h/2
h/2 to h
h to 2h
> 2h

qhGfCp
-21.334
-21.334
-11.852
-7.111

E-W Track (psf)
Side
qhGfCp
≤0.5
-14.542
0 to h/2
h/2 to h
h to 2h
> 2h

qhGfCp
-18.697
-18.697
-10.387
-6.232

Roof
qhGfCp
-4.267
-4.267
-4.267
-4.267

Roof
qhGfCp
-3.739
-3.739
-3.739
-3.739

Design Wind Load Cases - Football
Case 1 (psf)

height (ft)
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
25
20
0-15

Pwx
20.455
19.816
18.964
18.111
17.259
16.194
14.915
14.063
13.211
12.145

Pwx @ h
18.964

PLx
-11.852

Case 2 (psf)

Pwy
20.455
19.816
18.964
18.111
17.259
16.194
14.915
14.063
13.211
12.145

Pwy @ h
18.964

PLy
-7.348

*Full design wind pressure acting on the projected area
perpendicular to each principal axis of the structure, considered
separately along each principal axis.

height (ft)
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
25
20
0-15

0.75 Pwx
15.341
14.862
14.223
13.583
12.944
12.145
11.186
10.547
9.908
9.109

Bx
383

ex (+)
57.45
ex (-)
-57.450

Case 3 (psf)

0.75 Pwx @ h
14.223

0.75 PLx
-8.889

0.75 Pwy
15.341
14.862
14.223
13.583
12.944
12.145
11.186
10.547
9.908
9.109

M tx
117355.01

By
196

ey (+)
29.40
ey (-)
-29.400

-117355.01

0.75 Pwy @ h
14.223

0.75 PLy
-5.511

height (ft) 0.75 Pwx
90
15.341
80
14.862
70
14.223
60
13.583
50
12.944
40
12.145
30
11.186
25
10.547
20
9.908
0-15
9.109

0.75 Pwx @ h
14.223

0.75 PLx
-8.889

Case 4 (psf)

0.75 Pwy
15.341
14.862
14.223
13.583
12.944
12.145
11.186
10.547
9.908
9.109

0.75 Pwy @ h
14.223

0.75 PLy
-5.511

M ty
50198.54

height (ft)
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
25
20
0-15

0.563 Pwx
11.516
11.156
10.676
10.197
9.717
9.117
8.397
7.917
7.438
6.838

0.563 Pwx @ h
10.676

Bx
383

ex (+)
57.45
ex (-)
-57.450

By
196

-50198.54

*Three quarters of the design wind pressure acting on the projected area
perpendicular to each principal axis of the structure in conjunction with a
torsional moment as shown, considered separately for each principal
axis.

*Wind loading as defined in Case 1, but considered to act
simultaneously at 75% of the specified value.

0.563 PLx 0.563 Pwy 0.563 Pwy @ h
-6.673
11.516
10.676
11.156
10.676
10.197
9.717
9.117
8.397
7.917
7.438
6.838
ey (+)
29.40
ey (-)
-29.400

M ty
125776.86
#########
50412.13
-50412.13

0.563 PLy
-4.137

ex+ey+
ex-eyex+eyex-ey+

*Wind loading as defined in Case 2, but considered to act
simultaneously at 75% of the specified value.

Design Wind Load Cases - Track
Case 1 (psf)

height (ft)
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
25
20
0-15

Pwx
20.455
19.816
18.964
18.111
17.259
16.194
14.915
14.063
13.211
12.145

Pwx @ h
16.620

PLx
-10.387

Case 2 (psf)

Pwy
20.455
19.816
18.964
18.111
17.259
16.194
14.915
14.063
13.211
12.145

*Full design wind pressure acting on the projected area
perpendicular to each principal axis of the structure, considered
separately along each principal axis.

Pwy @ h
16.620

PLy
-7.437

height (ft)
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
25
20
0-15

0.75 Pwx
15.341
14.862
14.223
13.583
12.944
12.145
11.186
10.547
9.908
9.109

Bx
383

ex (+)
57.45
ex (-)
-57.450

Case 3 (psf)

0.75 Pwx @ h
12.465

0.75 PLx
-7.791

0.75 Pwy
15.341
14.862
14.223
13.583
12.944
12.145
11.186
10.547
9.908
9.109

M tx
102850.46

By
196

ey (+)
29.40
ey (-)
-29.400

-102850.46

*Three quarters of the design wind pressure acting on the projected area
perpendicular to each principal axis of the structure in conjunction with a
torsional moment as shown, considered separately for each principal
axis.

0.75 Pwy @ h
12.465

0.75 PLy
-5.578

height (ft) 0.75 Pwx
90
15.341
80
14.862
70
14.223
60
13.583
50
12.944
40
12.145
30
11.186
25
10.547
20
9.908
0-15
9.109

0.75 Pwx @ h
12.465

0.75 PLx
-7.791

Case 4 (psf)

0.75 Pwy
15.341
14.862
14.223
13.583
12.944
12.145
11.186
10.547
9.908
9.109

M ty
39684.59
-39684.59

*Wind loading as defined in Case 1, but considered to act
simultaneously at 75% of the specified value.

0.75 Pwy @ h
12.465

0.75 PLy
-5.578

height (ft)
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
25
20
0-15

0.563 Pwx
11.516
11.156
10.676
10.197
9.717
9.117
8.397
7.917
7.438
6.838

0.563 Pwx @ h
9.357

Bx
383

ex (+)
57.45
ex (-)
-57.45

By
196

0.563 PLx 0.563 Pwy 0.563 Pwy @ h
-5.848
11.516
9.357
11.156
10.676
10.197
9.717
9.117
8.397
7.917
7.438
6.838
ey (+)
29.40
ey (-)
-29.40

M ty
106996.31
#########
47416.52
-47416.52

*Wind loading as defined in Case 2, but considered to act
simultaneously at 75% of the specified value.

ex+ey+
ex-eyex+eyex-ey+

0.563 PLy
-4.187

EF3 - Football and Track Buildings, Tornado Provisions
MWFRS
Category
III
Exposure
C
Partially Enclosed

N-S Football
L (ft)
383
B (ft)
196
H (ft)
80
h (ft)
70
h/L
0.183
L/B
1.954
rise
20
rise/span
0.102
Ti
1.5
Exposure C
height (ft)
kz
90
1.240
80
1.210
70
1.170
60
1.130
50
1.090
40
1.040
30
0.980
25
0.940
20
0.900
0-15
0.850
Cp
Windward
Leeward
Side
Cp
0<r<0.2
Windward
Quarter

Wall
N-S F
0.8
-0.31
-0.7

N-S F

E-W Football
L (ft)
196
B (ft)
383
H (ft)
80
h (ft)
70
h/L
0.357
L/B
0.512
rise
20
rise/span
0.102
Ti
1.5

N-S T
0.8
-0.36
-0.7

E-W T
0.8
-0.5
-0.7

h/L & ≤0.5
0 to h/2
h/2 to h
h to 2h
> 2h

-0.9
-0.9
-0.5
-0.3

-0.18
-0.18
-0.18
-0.18

-0.9
-0.9
-0.5
-0.3

Roof
qhGfCpTi

Windward
qhGfCpTi
88.068

Leeward
qhGfCpTi
-55.042

N-S T
-0.9

Leeward
Quarter

-0.5

-0.5

Windward
qhGfCpTi
88.068

Leeward
qhGfCpTi
-34.126

-35.705

E-W Track
L (ft)
224
B (ft)
383
H (ft)
55
h (ft)
44
h/L
0.196
L/B
0.585
rise
22.8
rise/span
0.102
Ti
1.5

L/B
E-W F
0.8
-0.5
-0.7

-0.802

N-S Football (psf)
Side
qhGfCpTi
0<r<0.2
-77.059
Windward
Quarter

N-S F
qh (psf)
81.544

E-W F
qh (psf)
81.544

*mean roof height

*Ti = proposed uplift increase
N-S T
qh (psf)
73.878

E-W T
qh (psf)
73.878

*Using qh for all pressures

*ASCE 7-10: Figure 27.4-1

E-W F

-99.076

Center Half

-88.293

Leeward
Quarter

-55.042

N-S Track (psf)
Side
qhGfCpTi
0<r<0.2
-69.814

E-W T
kh
1.06

-0.55

N-S T
kh
1.06

-0.9

Leeward
qhGfCpTi

N-S Track
L (ft)
383
B (ft)
224
H (ft)
55
h (ft)
44
h/L
0.115
L/B
1.710
rise
22.8
rise/span
0.102
Ti
1.5

*Plus and minus signs signify pressures acting toward and away from the surfaces, respectively.
*All descrepancies in design parameters are suggested changes for tornado winds proposed by OKSEA in March 2013.

E-W F
kh
1.17

-0.802

79.788

165
1
1
0.9
0.55
1

N-S F
kh
1.17

Center Half

Windward
qhGfCpTi

General Requirements
V (mph)
kd
Kzt
G
GCpi
I

E-W T

Roof
qhGfCpTi

Windward
qhGfCpTi

Leeward
qhGfCpTi

Windward
Quarter

-89.761

79.788

-49.867

Center Half

-79.966

Leeward
Quarter

-49.867

*ASCE 7-10: Figure 27.4-3
-0.18
-0.18
-0.18
-0.18

E-W Football (psf)
Side
qhGfCpTi
≤0.5
-77.059
0 to h/2
h/2 to h
h to 2h
> 2h

Roof
qhGfCpTi
-99.076
-99.076
-55.042
-33.025

Roof
qhGfCpTi
-19.815
-19.815
-19.815
-19.815

E-W Track (psf)
Side
qhGfCpTi
≤0.5

Roof
qhGfCpTi

Roof
qhGfCpTi

-89.761
-89.761
-49.867
-29.920

-17.952
-17.952
-17.952
-17.952

-69.814

0 to h/2
h/2 to h
h to 2h
> 2h

Design Wind Load Cases - Football
Case 1 (psf)

Pwx
88.068

PLx
-55.042

Pwy
88.068

*ASCE 7-10: Figure 27.4-8

Case 2 (psf)

PLy
-34.126

*Full design wind pressure acting on the projected area
perpendicular to each principal axis of the structure, considered
separately along each principal axis.

0.75 Pwx
66.051

0.75 PLx
-41.282

Bx
383

ex (+)
57.45
ex (-)
-57.450

M tx
545002.89

Case 3 (psf)

0.75 Pwy
66.051

0.75 PLy
-25.595

By
196

ey (+)
29.40
ey (-)
-29.400

-545002.89

0.75 Pwx
66.051

0.75 PLx
-41.282

0.75 Pwy
66.051

0.75 PLy
-25.595

M ty
233124.67

Case 4 (psf)

0.563 Pwx
49.582

0.563 PLx
-30.989

0.563 Pwy
49.582

0.563 PLy
-19.213

Bx
383

ex (+)
57.45
ex (-)
-57.450

By
196

ey (+)
29.40
ey (-)
-29.400

-233124.67

*Three quarters of the design wind pressure acting on the projected
area perpendicular to each principal axis of the structure in
conjunction with a torsional moment as shown, considered
separately for each principal axis.

*Wind loading as defined in Case 1, but considered to act
simultaneously at 75% of the specified value.

Mt
584114.42
-584114.42
234116.59
-234116.59

ex+ey+
ex-eyex+eyex-ey+

*Wind loading as defined in Case 2, but considered to act
simultaneously at 75% of the specified value.

Design Wind Load Cases - Track
Case 1 (psf)

Pwx
79.788

PLx
-49.867

Pwy
79.788

*ASCE 7-10: Figure 27.4-8

Case 2 (psf)

PLy
-35.705

*Full design wind pressure acting on the projected area
perpendicular to each principal axis of the structure, considered
separately along each principal axis.

0.75 Pwx
59.841

0.75 PLx
-37.401

Bx
383

ex (+)
57.45
ex (-)
-57.450

M tx
493763.31
-493763.31

Case 3 (psf)

0.75 Pwy
59.841

0.75 PLy
-26.779

By
224

ey (+)
33.60
ey (-)
-33.600

*Three quarters of the design wind pressure acting on the projected
area perpendicular to each principal axis of the structure in
conjunction with a torsional moment as shown, considered
separately for each principal axis.

0.75 Pwx
59.841

0.75 PLx
-37.401

0.75 Pwy
59.841

0.75 PLy
-26.779

M ty
248838.92
-248838.92

*Wind loading as defined in Case 1, but considered to act
simultaneously at 75% of the specified value.

Case 4 (psf)

0.563 Pwx
44.921

0.563 PLx
-28.075

0.563 Pwy
44.921

0.563 PLy
-20.102

Bx
383

ex (+)
57.45
ex (-)
-57.450

By
224

ey (+)
33.60
ey (-)
-33.600

Mt
557446.74
-557446.74
183856.57
-183856.57

*Wind loading as defined in Case 2, but considered to act
simultaneously at 75% of the specified value.

ex+ey+
ex-eyex+eyex-ey+

EF4 - Tornado Saferoom, FEMA Provisions

General Requirements
*All descrepancies in design parameters are requirements set by FEMA P-361/ICC 500.

MWFRS
Category
III
Exposure
C
Partially Enclosed

V (mph)
kd
Kzt
G
GCpi
I

N-S
L (ft)
B (ft)
H (ft)
h (ft)
h/L
L/B

L (ft)
B (ft)
H (ft)
h (ft)
h/L
L/B

43
115
33
30
0.698
0.374

Exposure C
height (ft)
kz
50
1.090
40
1.040
30
0.980
25
0.940
20
0.900
0-15
0.850

N-S
kh
0.98

E-W
kh
0.98

E-W
0.8
-0.5
-0.7

Cp
0 to h/2
h/2 to h
h to 2h
> 2h

Cp

height (ft)
50
40
30
25
20
0-15

-0.55

E-W
115
43
33
30
0.261
2.674

Windward
Leeward
Side

250
1
1
0.85
0.55
1

Wall
N-S
0.8
-0.27
-0.7

N-S (psf)
Windward
Leeward
qzGfCp
qhGfCp
118.592
-35.492
113.152
106.624
102.272
97.920
92.480

Side
qhGfCp
-93.296

*includes parapet
*mean roof height

N-S
qh (psf)
156.800

E-W
qh (psf)
156.800

N-S Roof
-0.9
-0.9
-0.5
-0.3

≤0.5
-0.18
-0.18
-0.18
-0.18

Cp
0 to h/2
h/2 to h
h to 2h
> 2h

≤0.5
0 to h/2
h/2 to h
h to 2h
> 2h

N-S (psf)
Roof
qhGfCp
-119.952
-119.952
-66.640
-39.984

Roof
qhGfCp
-23.990
-23.990
-23.990
-23.990

qz
174.400
166.400
156.800
150.400
144.000
136.000

E-W Roof
-1.06
-0.82
-0.58
-0.45

height (ft)
50
40
30
25
20
0-15

0.698
-0.18
-0.18
-0.18
-0.18

Windward
qzGfCp
118.592
113.152
106.624
102.272
97.920
92.480

*interpolated between ≤0.5 and ≥1.0

Leeward
qhGfCp
-66.640

E-W (psf)
Side
qhGfCp
-93.296

≤0.5
0 to h/2
h/2 to h
h to 2h
> 2h

Roof
qhGfCp
-141.277
-109.290
-77.302
-59.976

Roof
qhGfCp
-23.990
-23.990
-23.990
-23.990

Design Wind Load Cases
Case 1 (psf)

height (ft)
50
40
30
25
20
0-15

Pwx
118.592
113.152
106.624
102.272
97.920
92.480

Pwx @ h
106.624

PLx
-66.640

Case 2 (psf)

Pwy
118.592
113.152
106.624
102.272
97.920
92.480

*Full design wind pressure acting on the projected area
perpendicular to each principal axis of the structure, considered
separately along each principal axis.

Pwy @ h
106.624

PLy
-35.492

Case 3 (psf)

height (ft)
50
40
30
25
20
0-15

0.75 Pwx
88.944
84.864
79.968
76.704
73.440
69.360

0.75 Pwx @ h
79.968

0.75 PLx
-49.980

0.75 Pwy
88.944
84.864
79.968
76.704
73.440
69.360

0.75 Pwy @ h
79.968

Bx
115

ex (+)
17.25
ex (-)
-17.250

M tx
59488.70

By
43

ey (+)
6.45
ey (-)
-6.450

M ty
14796.25

-59488.70

*Three quarters of the design wind pressure acting on the projected
area perpendicular to each principal axis of the structure in conjunction
with a torsional moment as shown, considered separately for each
principal axis.

0.75 PLy
-26.619

height (ft)
50
40
30
25
20
0-15

0.75 Pwx 0.75 Pwx @ h
88.944
79.968
84.864
79.968
76.704
73.440
69.360

0.75 PLx
-49.980

Case 4 (psf)

0.75 Pwy
88.944
84.864
79.968
76.704
73.440
69.360

-14796.25

*Wind loading as defined in Case 1, but considered to act
simultaneously at 75% of the specified value.

0.75 Pwy @ h
79.968

0.75 PLy
-26.619

height (ft)
50
40
30
25
20
0-15

0.563 Pwx
66.767
63.705
60.029
57.579
55.129
52.066

0.563 Pwx @ h
60.029

0.563 PLx
-37.518

0.563 Pwy
66.767
63.705
60.029
57.579
55.129
52.066

Bx
115

ex (+)
17.25
ex (-)
-17.25

By
43

ey (+)
6.45
ey (-)
-6.450

Mt
55763.23
-55763.23
33549.13
-33549.13

*Wind loading as defined in Case 2, but considered to act
simultaneously at 75% of the specified value.

0.563 Pwy @ h
60.029

ex+ey+
ex-eyex+eyex-ey+

0.563 PLy
-19.982

EF4 - Tornado Saferoom, FEMA Provisions

General Requirements
*All descrepancies in design parameters are requirements set by FEMA P-361/ICC 500.

MWFRS
Category
III
Exposure
C
Partially Enclosed

V (mph)
kd
Kzt
G
GCpi
I

N-S
L (ft)
B (ft)
H (ft)
h (ft)
h/L
L/B

-0.55

E-W
136
11
33
30
0.221
12.364

L (ft)
B (ft)
H (ft)
h (ft)
h/L
L/B

11
136
33
30
2.727
0.081

Exposure C
height (ft)
kz
50
1.090
40
1.040
30
0.980
25
0.940
20
0.900
0-15
0.850

N-S
kh
0.98

E-W
kh
0.98

E-W
0.8
-0.5
-0.7

Cp
0 to h/2
h/2 to h
h to 2h
> 2h

Cp

250
1
1
0.85
0.55
1

Windward
Leeward
Side

Wall
N-S
0.8
-0.2
-0.7

height (ft)
50
40
30
25
20
0-15

Windward
qzGfCp
118.592
113.152
106.624
102.272
97.920
92.480

Leeward
qhGfCp
-26.656

N-S (psf)
Side
qhGfCp
-93.296

*includes parapet
*mean roof height

N-S
qh (psf)
156.800

E-W
qh (psf)
156.800

N-S Roof
-0.9
-0.9
-0.5
-0.3

≤0.5
-0.18
-0.18
-0.18
-0.18

Cp
0 to h/2
> h/2

≤0.5
0 to h/2
h/2 to h
h to 2h
> 2h

Roof
qhGfCp
-119.952
-119.952
-66.640
-39.984

Roof
qhGfCp
-23.990
-23.990
-23.990
-23.990

qz
174.400
166.400
156.800
150.400
144.000
136.000

E-W Roof
-1.3
-0.7

height (ft)
50
40
30
25
20
0-15

≥1.0
-0.18
-0.18

Windward
qzGfCp
118.592
113.152
106.624
102.272
97.920
92.480

Leeward
qhGfCp
-66.640

E-W (psf)
Side
qhGfCp
-93.296

≥1.0
0 to h/2
h/2 to h

Roof
qhGfCp
-173.264
-93.296

Roof
qhGfCp
-23.990
-23.990

Design Wind Load Cases
Case 1 (psf)

height (ft)
50
40
30
25
20
0-15

Pwx
118.592
113.152
106.624
102.272
97.920
92.480

Pwx @ h
106.624

PLx
-66.640

Case 2 (psf)

Pwy
118.592
113.152
106.624
102.272
97.920
92.480

*Full design wind pressure acting on the projected area
perpendicular to each principal axis of the structure, considered
separately along each principal axis.

Pwy @ h
106.624

PLy
-26.656

Case 3 (psf)

height (ft)
50
40
30
25
20
0-15

0.75 Pwx
88.944
84.864
79.968
76.704
73.440
69.360

0.75 Pwx @ h
79.968

0.75 PLx
-49.980

0.75 Pwy
88.944
84.864
79.968
76.704
73.440
69.360

0.75 Pwy @ h
79.968

Bx
136

ex (+)
20.40
ex (-)
-20.400

M tx
83198.71

By
11

ey (+)
1.65
ey (-)
-1.650

M ty
1088.56

-83198.71

*Three quarters of the design wind pressure acting on the projected
area perpendicular to each principal axis of the structure in conjunction
with a torsional moment as shown, considered separately for each
principal axis.

0.75 PLy
-19.992

height (ft)
50
40
30
25
20
0-15

0.75 Pwx 0.75 Pwx @ h
88.944
79.968
84.864
79.968
76.704
73.440
69.360

0.75 PLx
-49.980

Case 4 (psf)

0.75 Pwy
88.944
84.864
79.968
76.704
73.440
69.360

-1088.56

*Wind loading as defined in Case 1, but considered to act
simultaneously at 75% of the specified value.

0.75 Pwy @ h
79.968

0.75 PLy
-19.992

height (ft)
50
40
30
25
20
0-15

0.563 Pwx
66.767
63.705
60.029
57.579
55.129
52.066

0.563 Pwx @ h
60.029

0.563 PLx
-37.518

0.563 Pwy
66.767
63.705
60.029
57.579
55.129
52.066

Bx
136

ex (+)
20.40
ex (-)
-20.40

By
11

ey (+)
1.65
ey (-)
-1.650

Mt
63271.65
-63271.65
61637.35
-61637.35

*Wind loading as defined in Case 2, but considered to act
simultaneously at 75% of the specified value.

0.563 Pwy @ h
60.029

ex+ey+
ex-eyex+eyex-ey+

0.563 PLy
-15.007

Football Field

Wind Loads - Components & Cladding : h > 60'
Kh (case 1) =
Base pressure (qh) =
Minimum parapet ht =
Roof Angle (θ) =

1.17
69.6 psf
0.0 ft
5.7 deg

Roof
Area
Negative Zone 1
Negative Zone 2
Negative Zone 3
Positive Zones 1-3

10 sf
-1.40
-2.30
-3.20
-

h = 70.0 ft
a = 20.0 ft
GCpi = +/-0.55
qi = 69.6 psf for
positive internal pressures
GCp
100 sf
-1.11
-1.89
-2.67
-

500 sf
-0.90
-1.60
-2.30
-

Surface Pressure (psf)
10 sf
100 sf
500 sf
-135.6
-115.2
-100.9
-198.2
-169.6
-149.5
-260.8
-224.0
-198.2
16.0
16.0
16.0

User input
200 sf
500 sf
-109.0
-100.9
-160.9
-149.5
-212.9
-198.2
16.0
16.0

Walls

GCp
Surface Pressure at h
User input
Area
20 sf
100 sf
500 sf
20 sf
100 sf
500 sf
200 sf
300 sf
Negative Zone 4
-0.90
-0.80
-0.70
-100.9
-93.9
-86.9
-90.9
-89.1
Negative Zone 5
-1.80
-1.40
-1.00
-163.5
-135.6
-107.8
-123.6
-116.6
Positive Zone 4 & 5
0.90
0.75
0.60
100.9
90.4
80.0
85.9
83.3
NOTE: Negative zones 4 & 5 pressures apply to all heights. Positive pressures vary with height, see below.

h=
ridge =

z
0 to 15'
20.0 ft
25.0 ft
30.0 ft
40.0 ft
50.0 ft
60.0 ft
70.0 ft
80.0 ft

Wall surface pressure at 'z'
Kz
Kzt
qz (psf)
0.85
1.00
50.3
0.90
1.00
53.4
0.95
1.00
56.0
0.98
1.00
58.2
1.04
1.00
61.8
1.09
1.00
64.8
1.14
1.00
67.3
1.17
1.00
69.6
1.21
1.00
71.5

Positive zone 4 & 5 (psf)
20
100
500
83.5
76.0
68.4
86.3
78.3
70.3
88.7
80.3
71.9
90.6
81.9
73.2
93.9
84.6
75.3
96.6
86.9
77.1
98.9
88.8
78.7
100.9
90.4
80.0
102.6
91.9
81.2

Track

Wind Loads - Components & Cladding : h <= 60'
Kh (case 1) =
1.08
Base pressure (qh) =
64.2 psf
Minimum parapet ht =
0.0 ft
Roof Angle (θ) =
5.7 deg
Type of roof = Monoslope

Roof

Walls

User input
200 sf
300 sf
72.7
70.8
74.9
72.9
76.6
74.5
78.1
75.9
80.6
78.3
82.7
80.2
84.4
81.9
85.9
83.3
87.3
84.6

h=
a=
GCpi =

48.0 ft
19.2 ft
+/-0.55

Area
Negative Zone 1
Negative Zone 2
Negative Zone 3
Positive All Zones

10 sf
-1.65
-1.85
-2.35
0.85

GCp +/- GCpi
50 sf
-1.65
-1.78
-1.93
0.78

100 sf
-1.65
-1.75
-1.75
0.75

Surface Pressure (psf)
10 sf
50 sf
100 sf
-106.0
-106.0
-106.0
-118.8
-114.4
-112.4
-151.0
-124.0
-112.4
54.6
50.1
48.2

User input
200 sf
700 sf
-106.0
-106.0
-112.4
-112.4
-112.4
-112.4
48.2
48.2

Negative Zone 2'
Negative Zone 3'

-2.15
-3.15

-2.08
-2.45

-2.05
-2.15

-138.1
-202.4

-131.7
-138.1

GCp +/- GCpi
Area
10 sf
100 sf
500 sf
Negative Zone 4
-1.54
-1.38
-1.27
Negative Zone 5
-1.81
-1.49
-1.27
Positive Zone 4 & 5
1.45
1.29
1.18
Note: GCp reduced by 10% due to roof angle <= 10 deg.

-133.6
-157.5

-131.7
-138.1

Surface Pressure (psf)
10 sf
100 sf
500 sf
-98.9
-88.7
-81.6
-116.3
-95.9
-81.6
93.2
82.9
75.8

-131.7
-138.1

User input
300 sf
700 sf
-83.9
-81.6
-86.1
-81.6
78.1
75.8
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Appendix D
Design Connections and Fireproofing
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Appendix E
Coplanar Roof Truss Supporting Design Results and Calculations
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Appendix F
Transfer Truss Supporting Design Results and Calculations
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Appendix G
Tornado Safe Room Supporting Design Results and Calculations

Design Methodology

Bleacher Slab

Walls

Columns

Calculations for the reinforced concrete elements of the tornado
safe room were completed by hand and verified using various
Structure Point concrete design software.
The slanted bleacher slab was designed for impact loading, EF4
tornado wind pressures, and live loads of spectators. The walls of
the safe room were loaded axially from the 2nd floor walkway
above them as well as the EF4 lateral wind pressures. Interior
columns and beams spanning them were designed to withstand
the loading from the 2nd floor and allow the roof slab to span the
length of 115’ in the North – South direction.

Tornado Safe Room Occupancy

Tornado Safe Room Location

Tornado Safe Room Section

Side Wall Shear Diagram, spWall Side Wall Moment Diagram, spWall

Interaction Diagram
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Appendix H
Lateral System Analysis and Design Results

Strength and Drift Optimization

Track Lateral System

Football Lateral System

Drift Optimization

Drift Optimization

The initial lateral system design employed full building use of braced frames, moment frames,
and concrete shear walls. With the addition of an expansion joint the column line between
the building core and football space, individual lateral system analyses were performed.

Specific user defined factors for wind load cases were input into RAM in order to
accurately model the proposed EF3 winds seen by the buildings lateral systems.

The track and football lateral systems were then designed to limit drift to 2”, or a drift
criterial of L/400. Once the drift met the stated criteria, The design was continued with
the optimization of braces and members. The maximum drift occurs under the load
combination of 1.2D+0.5L+1.6W.
The girt spacing was chosen in conjunction with the design of the prefabricated wall
panels. Girts are spaced at either 10 feet or 12 feet. Each wall panel weighs 65 psf,
resulting in a uniform load of 780 plf across a 30 foot girt, and a moment of 87.5 ft-k.
Taking into account the unbraced length of the girt and deflection criteria of L/240 for
dead load, a W12x72 was chosen as the typical girt size.
Because the size of the girts are controlled by deflection and the lateral elements are
controlled by drift, many of the girts have more strength than is required by the loading.
This can attribute to the buildings extra resiliency in the case of a natural disaster.
The increased capacity of the members also allows for flexibility in the usage of the
space. Should Texas Tech University decide to use the space for an unforeseen event,
such as a student gathering, that requires additional materials to be hung from the
exposed wall girts, there will be no issue in overstressing the members.

A combination of concentric
braced frames and moment
frames surround the football
field and are optimized for 2”
of drift.

Drift optimization is shown
for the track in the eastwest wind direction due to
use of only braced frames
resisting the lateral load.

Strength Optimization

Strength Optimization

The braced frames were
optimized for strength by
decreasing the amount of
bays and increasing the
brace sizes.
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Appendix I
Foundation Design Results and Calculations

Load Determination
The deep foundations were designed for the worst case load in
each area of the building in order to increase their constructability
on site. The code driven minimum area of reinforcement was used
for the rebar cage, which extends to within three feet of the
bottom of the pier.
Grade beams tie the tops of the drilled belled piers together to
provide lateral support while also acting as a wall foundation for
the lower 12’ of the precast façade. The grade beams were also
designed to withstand soil forces equivalent to a 0.56”
displacement.
The slab on grade, present in all areas except under the football
field, was designed according to the load allowed for a 600 psi
flexural strength concrete. The slab of the building core was
designed to the same live loading conditions as well as to
withstand the weight of the tornado safe room wall. Minimum
reinforcing steel was used in the slabs and met the requirements
presented in the FEMA document for foundation design.

Grade Beams

Slab On Grade

Typical 3’x2’ grade beam design verification with spBeam.

Grade Beam Loading

Flexural and Transverse Reverse

Drilled Belled Piers
Pier analysis of capacities and sizes were determined
through the creation of a spread sheet.

Shear Capacity Curve

Moment Capacity Curve

Expansion Joint Calculation

Critical column reactions used
to design drilled piers (kips).

Expansion Joint Location
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Appendix J
Integrated Structural Enclosure Design Data and Detailing
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Appendix K
Resilient Building Core Structural Framing Design
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Appendix L
Literature Review

Texas Tech University Sports Performance Center: Resilient and Secure Building
Design Through Enhanced Tornado Performance
Literature Review
Alec Broniszewski
AE 481W Honors Thesis
For Professor M. Kevin Parfitt, Structural Advisor and Dr. Richard Mistrick, Honors Advisor
This literature review aims to provide an overview of the topic of tornado-resistant design
of buildings. Topics discussed include tornado wind analyses, tornado wind design criteria and
design recommendations, wind-borne debris resistance, and community safe roof design. The
literature review serves as part of the requirements for completing the integrated BAE/MAE
program and also as part of the requirements of the Schreyer Honors College.

Industry-Published Design Aids and Manuals
FEMA P-431, Tornado Protection: Selecting Refuge Area in Buildings by Federal
Emergency Management Agency
FEMA P-431 focuses on the topic of tornado protection through selecting refuge
areas in buildings. The document includes a chapter devoted to presenting case
studies with the goals of helping building designers locate accurately the parts of a
building that would likely be left standing after a tornado and to help architects and
engineers design buildings that offer occupants excellent tornado protection.
Selection procedures are illustrated that are intended to identify the best available
refuge areas within a building. Safe rooms are best located within interior rooms
below ground or at ground level with minimal amount of glass area. Short span roofs
with spans of less than 25 feet are less likely to experience roof tear-off from high
winds. Reinforced concrete or reinforced masonry walls with strong connections to
the roof and to the foundation are recommended.
FEMA P-361, Safe Rooms for Tornadoes and Hurricanes: Guidance for Community
and Residential Safe Rooms by Federal Emergency Management Agency
FEMA P-361 offers design and construction guidance for community safe rooms.
The illustrated manual explains tornado and hurricane hazards, presents safe room
design criteria based on performance requirements and human factors, and outlines
emergency management considerations for community safe rooms. Case studies are
included which provide wind load analyses, costs, and construction drawings. Included
within the manual are the results of laboratory tests of safe room construction
materials. Referenced structural formulas that may be utilized during design include
velocity pressure, pressure on the main wind-force resisting system for buildings,
pressures on components and cladding and attachments, and impact momentum.
Appendix C serves as a designer checklist for the design of safe rooms for tornadoes
and hurricanes using FEMA P-361 with reference to various sections of the manual
throughout the checklist steps. Internal safe rooms must be designed for surrounding
building debris collapsing on it; access considerations resulting from host structure
debris around or atop the safe room is described in Section B5.2.1.2 of FEMA P-361.

ICC 500, Standard for the Design and Construction of Storm Shelters by
International Code Council in partnership with the National Storm Shelter
Association
ICC 500 serves as an alternate reference standard to FEMA P-361 for the design
and construction of storm shelters. ICC 500 is referenced in the 2009, 2012, and 2015
editions of the International Building Code. Structural design criteria includes
information regarding storm shelters within host buildings. Sections 304.8 and 304.9
specify the design relationship between storm shelters and host buildings. Storm
shelters within a host building shall be designed considering the host building to be
destroyed and the shelter to be fully exposed; additionally, if an element or
component of the host building is connected to a storm shelter, the storm shelter
shall be designed to resist the maximum force that could be transmitted to the
shelter.
Tornado Wind Analyses
“Characterization of the Wind Loads and Flow Fields Around a Gable-roof Building
Model in Tornado-like Winds” by Hui Hu, Zifeng Yang, Partha Sarkar, and Fred
Haan
Using a large-scale tornado simulator developed within the Aerospace
Engineering Department of Iowa State University, an experimental study was
performed in attempt to quantify and model the interaction between tornado-like
winds and a low-rise, gable-roof building. Wind loads were measured and pressure
distributions were illustrated. With credit to the results of the experiment, 3D flow
fields and vorticity vectors were reconstructed overtop the gable-roof building model
which helps to better explain the variable loading tornado winds impose on buildings.
“Dynamic Response of Structures Subjected to Tornado Loads” by P.K. Dutta, A.K.
Ghosh, and B.L. Agarwal
Finite element analysis has been performed by the authors in an effort to
understand the dynamic response of different types of structures in the event of
tornadoes. The analysis is limited to lateral tornado winds, updraft, and translational
speed of tornadoes and their impact on the effects of resonance. A progressed
analysis is meant to investigate the inertial effects of tornado winds and effects of
various models of tornadoes.
“Visualization of Tornado-like Vortex Interacting with Wide Tornado-break Wall”
by Piotr Gorecki, and R. Panneer Selvam
Three-dimensional simulation was performed to study the influence of a wide
wall on a tornado-like vortex. The wide wall serves as a tornado-break wall, meant to
deter a tornado from its assumed straight path while disrupting the vortex both in
front of the wall and behind the wall. By disrupting the vortex, the tornado-break

wall provides a sheltering region behind it which helps to reduce wind speeds that
adjacent buildings are subject to exposure. Results of the study indicated that
tornado wind speeds were reduced by more than 50% over a large sheltered region,
suggesting that the tornado forces imposed on buildings located within the sheltered
region may be decreased by more than four times. Three-dimensional models
obtained from the study illustrate the change in velocity magnitude and vorticity
after a tornado vortex encounters the tornado-break wall.
Tornado Wind Design Criteria and Recommendations
“Critical Facilities Located in Tornado-Prone Regions: Recommendations for
Architects and Engineers” by Federal Emergency Management Agency
FEMA recommends three design enhancement levels to protect against damage,
disruption, and cost in the event of a tornado. The highest level of protection, Level 3
Enhancements, accommodate strong tornadoes (EF2 and EF3); hence Level 3
Enhancements are recommended for the design of buildings/building portions meant
to withstand EF3 tornadoes and EF3 tornado wind-borne debris. Structural failure or
door or wall collapse will not occur when following Level 3 recommendations in the
event of a strong tornado; debris from an EF3 tornado will not penetrate roof deck or
walls, though debris may penetrate doors or glazing. Level 3 Enhancement
recommendations incorporate special roof deck and exterior walls and help to resist
complete penetration by test Missile E specified in ASTM E 1996, Performance of
Exterior Windows, Curtain Walls, Doors and Impact Protective system Impacted by
Windborne Debris in Hurricanes.
Continuity of operations is ensured by following the recommendations in FEMA
361. Rather than designing a facility to ensure it will remain operational if struck by a
violent tornado (EF4 and EF5), it is more cost effective to design to minimize building
damage and/or provide safe rooms within the main building structure. With reference
to FEMA 361, design recommendations are provided to avoid water leakage, to
protect the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning, to ensure water supply, to
ensure sewer service, and to make provisions for emergency power.
“Considerations for Design of Facilities for Tornados” by R. Kwon, R. Weber, and
J. Kreidich
In their industry experience, Kwon, Weber, and Kreidich have documented
lessons learned from structures damaged by tornadoes which provide insight into
methods to strengthen and harden a structure to reduce tornado damage. The
robustness of a building enclosure ultimately determines a building’s performance in
the event of a tornado. The authors mention key components of the building envelope
where damage is often incurred including: windows/glazing, cladding, roof, and nonstructural support systems (such as HVAC, electrical, elevators, etc.). For each of the
aforementioned key components of the building envelope, design strategies are
recommended to improve the robustness of each building enclosure component.

Tornado hardening of roofs is described with reference to FEMA 577 while improving
the wind performance of cladding systems relies heavily upon the robustness of the
backup for the cladding system and the robustness of the connections/anchorage. The
reference to FEMA 577 also encompasses tornado hardening strategies for nonstructural support systems, such as placing mechanical equipment in robust
penthouses to avoid exposure on the roof.
“Tornado Hazard for Structural Engineers” by Zhenhua Huang, Xingang Fan, Liping
Cai, and Sheldon Shi
Four case studies are summarized which identify damage patterns as a result of
tornado events. A dual-objective tornado design philosophy considers damage and life
safety separately which helps to create three principles of performance design: the
performance of buildings at EF0 and EF1 wind speeds may be improved at the
component level; at EF2 and EF3 wind speeds, the performance of buildings may be
improved at the system level such as shear wall and load path; in the event of EF4
and EF5 wind speeds, life safety is provided using alternate means through the use of
safe rooms.
Wind-borne Debris Resistance
“Large Wind Missile Impact Performance of Public and Commercial Building
Assemblies” by Daniel L. Scheer
The computation of static design loads from a propelled missile is complex and
depends on a number of factors referenced in FEMA 2000. There are no design criteria
that may be used to calculate the static force of a missile impact on any part of a
building because of the complex nature of missile and debris impacts. In order to
determine adequate missile impact resistance for a building, a Missile Impact Test is
performed on an entire wall, door, window or roof assembly.
Missile Impact Tests were conducted by Texas Tech University and the
University of Florida following FEMA 2000 Large Missile Impact Test protocol on
various wall and roof assemblies. The results yielded recommended wall and roof
assemblies for Basic, Enhanced, and Extreme Testing Criteria. Recommended
assemblies are summarized in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 of “Large Wind Missile Impact
Performance of Public and Commercial Building Assemblies.”
“Tornado-borne Debris Impact Performance of an Innovative Storm Safe Room
System by a Carbon-fiber Reinforced Hybrid Polymeric-matrix Composite” by
Hongyu Zhou, Kittinan Dhiradhamvit, and Thomas Attard
Carbon-fiber reinforced Hybrid Matrix Composite wall panels, or “CarbonFlex”
wall panels, are designed to withstand tornado-borne debris impacts through superior
impact resistance. High-debris impact tests were performed at a missile speed of 100
mph which corresponds to a ground wind speed tornado of 250 mph. The article

compares the debris impact performance of the CarbonFlex composite wall systems to
the debris impact performance of traditional building envelope systems. CarbonFlex
composite wall systems have been most-readily applied to wood-framed residential
structures, though commercial applications may be investigated in future testing.
Community Safe Room Design
“Safe Rooms: Selecting Design Criteria” by Federal Emergency Management
Agency
Recommended design wind speeds for safe rooms are in the range of 200-250
mph, 3-second gust; designing for such wind speeds is intended to provide “nearabsolute protection” as the structural system of a safe room is designed for forces
almost eight times higher than those used for typical building construction. If glazing
is present in a tornado safe room, one of two design options must be employed: either
the opening must be protected by an interior-mounted shutter that may be quickly
and easily deployed by the safe room occupants or the openings must be designed to
resist any wind-borne debris impact and wind pressure tests cited in FEMA 361 and
prescribed in ICC-500, Chapter 8.
For wind design coefficient considerations, a reference to FEMA 361
recommends using the wind speed maps of FEMA 361 to obtain wind speeds; pressures
are then to be calculated using ASCE 7 methods while using I=1.0, Kd=1.0, Exposure C,
no topographic effects, and GCpi=+/-0.55. All safe rooms are to be tested with
representative missiles; according to FEMA 361 Tornado, the representative test
missile is a 15 lb 2x4 at 80-100 mph (vertical) and 2/3 of this speed (horizontal). Wind
safe room design and construction codes, standards, and guidance comparisons are
summarized in Table 1 of “Safe Rooms: Selecting Design Criteria.”
“Design Guidelines for Community Shelters for Extreme Wind Events” by William
Coulbourne, E. Scott Tezak, and Therese McAllister
Community shelters experiencing significant uplift pressures resulting from the
high speeds of tornadoes warrant attachment of wall to roof elements through
reinforcing steel, suggesting that the wall system shall be comprised of either
concrete or masonry while the roof system shall be constructed with concrete.
Because shelters are designed based on life safety and not building damage, an
ultimate strength design is recommended for shelter design and analysis.
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